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Study Guide

Congratulations Congratulations on your enrollment in a distance training course from the
Marine Corps Institute (MCI). Since 1920, the Marine Corps Institute has
been helping tens of thousands of hard-charging Marines, like you, improve
their technical job performance skills through distance training. By enrolling
in this course, you have shown a desire to improve the skills you have and
master new skills to enhance your job performance. The distance training
course you have chosen, MCI course 04.1 6a, The Marine Corps Publications
and Directives System, prepares Marines for the job of publications clerk at
the unit or commodity level.

Your Personal * YOU ARE PROPERLY MOTIVATED. You have made a positive
Characteristics decision to get training on your own. Self-motivation is perhaps the most

important force in learning or achieving anything. Doing whatever is
necessary to learn is motivation. You have it!

* YOU SEEK TO IMPROVE YOURSELF. You enrolled to improve
those skills you already possess, and to learn new skills. When you
improve yourself, you improve the Corps!

* YOU HAVE THE INITIATIVE TO ACT. By acting on your own, you
have shown you are a self-starter, willing to reach out for opportunities to
learn and grow.

* YOU ACCEPT CHALLENGES. You have self-confidence and believe
in your ability to acquire knowledge and skills. You have the
self-confidence to set goals and the ability to achieve them, enabling you to
meet every challenge.

* YOU ARE ABLE TO SET AND ACCOMPLISH PRACTICAL
GOALS. You are willing to commit time, effort, and the resources
necessary to set and accomplish your goals. These professional traits will
help you successfully complete this distance training course.

Continued on next page
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Study Guide, Continued

Beginning Your Before you actually begin this course of study, read the student information
Course page. If you find any course materials missing, notify your training officer

or training NCO. If you have all the required materials, you are ready to
begin.

To begin your course of study, familiarize yourself with the structure of the
course text. One way to do this is to read the table of contents. Notice the
table of contents covers specific areas of study and the order in which they
are presented. You will find the text divided into several study units. Each
study unit is comprised of two or more lessons, lesson exercises, and finally,
a study unit exercise.

Leafing Through Leaf through the text and look at the course. Read a few lesson exercise
the Text questions to get an idea of the type of material in the course. If the course

has additional study aids, such as a handbook or plotting board, familiarize
yourself with them.

The First Study Turn to the first page of study unit 1. On this page you will find an
Unit introduction to the study unit and generally the first study unit lesson. Study

unit lessons contain learning objectives, lesson text, and exercises.

Reading the Learning objectives describe in concise terms what the successful learner,
Learning you, will be able to do as a result of mastering the content of the lesson text.
Objectives Read the objectives for each lesson and then read the lesson text. As you

read the lesson text, make notes on the points you feel are important.

Completing the To determine your mastery of the learning objectives and text, complete the
Exercises exercises developed for you. Exercises are located at the end of each lesson,

and at the end of each study unit. Without referring to the text, complete the
exercise questions and then check your responses against those provided.

Continued on nextpage
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Study Guide, Continued

Continuing to Continue on to the next lesson, repeating the above process until you have
March completed all lessons in the study unit. Follow the same procedure for each

study unit in the course.

Seeking If you have problems with the text or exercise items that you cannot resolve,
Assistance ask your training officer or training NCO for assistance. If they cannot help

you, request assistance from your MCI distance training instructor by
completing the Course Content Assistance Request Form located at the back
of the course.

Preparing for the To prepare for your final exam, you must review what you learned in the
Final Exam course. The following suggestions will help make the review interesting and

challenging.

CHALLENGE YOURSELF. Try to recall the entire learning sequence
without referring to the text. Can you do it? Now look back at the text to
see if you have left anything out. This review should be interesting.
Undoubtedly, you'll find you were not able to recall everything. But with a
little effort you'll be able to recall a great deal of the information.

USE UNUSED MINUTES. Use your spare moments to review. Read your
notes or a part of a study unit, rework exercise items, review again; you can
do many of these things during the unused minutes of every day.

APPLY WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNED. It is always best to use the skill
or knowledge you've learned as soon as possible. If it isn't possible to
actually use the skill or knowledge, at least try to imagine a situation in
which you would apply this learning. For example, make up and solve your
own problems. Or, better still, make up and solve problems that use most of
the elements of a study unit.

Continued on next page
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Study Guide, Continued

Preparing for the USE THE "SHAKEDOWN CRUISE" TECHNIQUE. Ask another
Final Exam, Marine to lend a hand by asking you questions about the course. Choose a
continued particular study unit and let your buddy "fire away." This technique can be

interesting and challenging for both of you!

MAKE REVIEWS FUN AND BENEFICIAL. Reviews are good habits
that enhance learning. They don't have to be long and tedious. In fact, some
leamers find short reviews conducted more often prove more beneficial.

Tackling the When you have completed your study of the course material and are
Final Exam confident with the results attained on your study unit exercises, take

the sealed envelope marked "FINAL EXAM" to your unit training NCO or
training officer. Your training NCO or officer will administer the final exam
and return the exam and answer sheet to MCI for grading. Before taking
your final exam, read the directions on the DP-37 answer sheet carefully.

Completing Your The sooner you complete your course, the sooner you can better yourself by
Course applying what you've learned! HOWEVER--you do have 12 months from

the date of enrollment to complete this course. In addition, you may be
granted one 6-month extension if approved by your commanding officer. If
you need an extension, please complete the Student Request/Inquiry Form
(MCI-RI 1) located at the back of the course and deliver it to your training
officer or training NCO.

Graduating! As a graduate of this distance training course and as a dedicated Marine,
your job performance skills will improve, benefiting you, your unit, and the
Marine Corps.

Semper Fi!
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STUDY UNIT 1

PUBLICATIONS CONTROL
Overview

Scenario You have just checked into a new unit and been assigned as a publications
and directives clerk. On top of that, you are notified that you will be standing
a formal inspection from higher headquarters in the near future. Time is of
the essence! You have one month to prepare.

You are the duty expert. Like anyone new to the job, you ask yourself,
Where do I begin? What am I supposed to do now and how am I supposed to
do it? These questions and more will be answered in this course.

Scope This study unit will help you understand the language of publications. You
will learn about the responsibilities included with the publications control
system, the types of publications, short title components, and the references
you will need to establish and maintain a publications library. This study
unit also introduces the four functional areas of establishing and maintaining
a publication control system.

In This Study The lessons in study unit 1 are listed in the table below.
Unit

Lessons Topics See Pages

1 Responsibilities for Publications Control 1-2

2 Types of Publications 1-10

3 Publications Control References 1-37



LESSON I
RESPONSIBILITIES FOR PUBLICATIONS CONTROL

Overview

Introduction Who's involved in the publications control system? The S-i/Adjutant and the
maintenance management officer (MMO) work together to manage the
control of publications, and everyone within the command is responsible for
the continuous operation of the publication control system.

Content In this first lesson, you will learn about the individual and shared
responsibilities and functions of the S-i/Adjutant and the MMO in
publications control. You will also see how you and others fit into this
system.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objective

Identify the section (S-i/Adjutant, MMO, or both) responsible for specific
functions of publication control.

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 1 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

S-i/Adjutant's Responsibilities and Functions 1-3

MMO's Responsibilities and Functions 1-4

Shared Responsibilities for Publications Control 1-5

Lesson 1 Exercise 1-8
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S-1/Adjutant's Responsibilities and Functions

Primarily The S-1/Adjutant, also referred to as the unit publication control point
Responsible (UPCP), develops, manages, and operates the publications control system.

The UPCP has primary staff cognizance of, and overall responsibility for,
publications control.

Functions As the UPCP, the S-i/Adjutant section has the following functions:

* Maintains the unit's electronic publications listing (PL)

* Procures required publications

* Monitors publications backorder status

* Distributes publications received by the Marine Corps Publications
Distribution System (MCPDS) and publications received automatically

Challenge So you are the new publications and directives clerk working in the
S-1/Adjutant's shop. The maintenance management officer (MMO) stops by
your desk and asks you to check on a publication that was ordered. Is that
your job? Can you do that?

Yes. Since the S-1/Adjutant is responsible for procuring and monitoring the
procurement of publications, you would be able to check on the status of the
order. Read the next section to learn about the MMO's responsibilities in the
control of publications.
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MMO'S Responsibilities and Functions

MMO's Purpose The maintenance management officer (MMO) acts as the buffer between the
S-i/Adjutant section and the commodities.

Commodities are those work sections within a unit responsible for specific
jobs, such as the motor pool, training section, supply section, and unit
messhall.

MMO's The MMO's functions involve coordinating with
Functions

* The S-i/Adjutant and commodity managers to ensure enough maintenance
and maintenance management-related publications are in the unit's PL

* The S-I/Adjutant to ensure the establishment of effective internal
distribution control procedures

* Commodity managers to ensure that all publications libraries are up-to-date
and that any shortages are ordered

* Commodity managers to ensure the proper use of Form NAVMC 10772,
Recommended Changes to Technical Publication

Challenge If you were placing an order for publications and needed to clarify the
quantity of a technical publication for the motor pool, would you call your
friend in the messhall for help?

No. You'd check with the motor pool MMO who has the technical
background to answer your question accurately.
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Shared Responsibilities for Publication Control

Why Share the In many cases, the personnel who work in the S-I/Adjutant section are
Responsibility? administrative specialists and may not thoroughly understand the inter-

workings of a technical shop.

The MMO specialist has the technical background as well as knowledge of
the administrative needs for the technical specialty. When the MMO and the
S-I/Adjutant work together, all requirements for publication control are
efficiently met.

S-i/Adjutant The S-1/Adjutant and the MMO share the following responsibilities:
and MMO

* Developing the publications control system
* Supervising the operation of the system during establishment
* Maintaining the system once in operation

Standing You should be able to find out more information about your unit's policies
Operating and procedures on publications control in the standing operating procedures
Procedures (SOP).

The current edition of MCO P4790.2, MIMMS Field Procedures Manual,
requires that units publish their publications control system in the major
subordinate command's (MSC) maintenance management standing operating
procedures (MMSOP).

You and the You, as a publications and directives clerk, are the duty expert in your unit!
System But who's responsible for operating the publications control system? The

book answer is

Staff and cognizant sections as well as subordinate activity commanders operate the
system under the guidance of the MMO and in instructions of the S-I/Adjutant.

In reality, everyone within the command helps operate the system.

Continued on next page
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Shared Responsibilities for Publication Control, Continued

You and the The publications control system actually starts with the writer of the
System publication and continues through several stages until you, the section

librarian and the publications and directives clerk working for the S-I/
Adjutant, receive it. Look at the publications chart below to see where you
fit in the process.

Sponsor
(Writer)

Printers

Albany
(Distribution Center)

Base Post Office

II
Unit Postal Section

Distribution Control
Point

Section Librarian
(You)

User

Continued on next page
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Shared Responsibilities for Publication Control, Continued

Challenge Which section, the S-i/Adjutant or the MMO, has overall responsibility for
publication control?

Yes, the S-1/Adjutant has primary staff cognizance for publication control
and is responsible for the system.

If you know the responsibilities and functions of the two sections responsible
for publication control, then you are ready to take the lesson 1 exercise
beginning on the following page.
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Lesson I Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 10 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Items 1-10 Complete each item by writing, in the space provided, the section
(S-1/Adjutant or MMO) that performs the function or has the responsibility.
You may choose either S-i/Adjutant or MMO, or you may choose both for
shared responsibilities.

1. Ensures the proper use of Form NAVMC 10772.

2. Maintains the units electronic publications listing (PL).

3. Develops the publications control system.

4. Ensures that all publications libraries are up-to-date and that all
shortages are on order.

5. Supervises the operation of the system during establishment and
once in operation.

6. Procures required publications.

7. Monitors publications backorder status.

8. Ensures effective intemal distribution control procedures are
established.

9. Distributes publications received as a result of procurement via
Marine Corps Publications Distribution System (MCPDS) and
publications received on automatic distribution.

10. Ensures adequate quantities of maintenance and maintenance
management related publications are resident on the unit's PL.

Continued on next page
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Lesson I Exercise, Continued

Solutions The answers to the exercise items are listed in the table below. If you have
questions about these items, refer to the page listed.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages
1 S-l/Adjutant and MMO 1-4

2 S-1/Adjutant 1-3

3 S-l/Adjutant and MMO 1-5

4 MMO 1-4

5 S-i/Adjutant and MMO 1-5

6 S-1/Adjutant 1-3

7 S-1/Adjutant 1-3

8 MMO 1-4

9 S-I/Adjutant 1-3

10 MMO 1-4

Lesson In this lesson, you've learned about the two sections, the S-I/Adjutant and the
Summary MMO, responsible for the publication control system with the S-I/Adjutant

having primary staff cognizance responsibility.

What's Next? In the next lesson of this study unit, you will learn about the types of
publications and how to identify them.
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LESSON 2

TYPES OF PUBLICATIONS

Overview

Introduction When working with publications, you must be able to identify the difference
between technical and nontechnical publications. You must also have a
thorough understanding of the types of publications and their purposes.

Marines working in technical fields may be more experienced with
publications and know some of the basics, but Marines new to the
administrative fields may not.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify publications as technical or nontechnical.

* Match each of the ten types of technical publications with its purpose.

* Identify the components of short titles for both a technical and
nontechnical publication.

* Select the best description of a controlled and noncontrolled publication.

* Identify what a publication control number (PCN) is assigned to.

* Write the digits of the requested components of a given PCN.

* Select the definition of an individual activity code (IAC).

* Identify the component names of a short title.

Continued on next page
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Overview, Continued

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 2 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

Technical and Nontechnical Publications 1-12

Technical Publications 1-13

Nontechnical Publications 1-15

Components of a Short Title for Technical Publications 1-16

Two-Letter Abbreviation 1-17

Basic Number 1-18

EOM Indicator 1-20

Sequence Number 1-22

Edition Designator 1-23

Components of Nontechnical Publication Short Titles 1-24

Controlled and Noncontrolled Publications 1-26

Publications Control Number (PCN) 1-28

Individual Activity Code (IAC) 1-30

Lesson 2 Exercise 1-31



Technical and Nontechnical Publications

Categories Marine Corps publications are divided into two broad categories--technical
and nontechnical--based on the kind of information they contain. In a
publications library, technical and nontechnical publications are handled
differently.

Technical A technical publication is an official document used by the Marine Corps to
Publication specifically support materiel and equipment. It tells you how to take care of

or manage materiel or equipment.

A technical manual (TM) is an example of a technical publication.

Nontechnical A nontechnical publication is also an official document used by the Marine
Publication Corps but not necessarily used to support equipment or materiel.

Marine Corps Orders (MCO) and bulletins are the most common types of
nontechnical publications.

Types of This may be a bit confusing, so let's take a look at the different types of
Technical and technical and nontechnical publications in more detail. See the table on the
Nontechnical next page.
Publications
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Technical Publications

Types and The following table provides a list of the types of technical publications and
Purpose(s) their purposes. Pay close attention to the abbreviations!

Types Abbrevs. Purposes/Descriptions Notes

Technical TM Furnishes information, instructions, and These publications are very important.
Manual procedures of a pernanent nature on the The information in a TM varies according

operation, maintenance, and handling of to the specific equipment or materiel and
equipment or materiel the echelon of maintenance.

Lubrication LI Furnishes technical information and
Instructions instructions on the service, lubrication,

and and related preventive maintenance
Lubrication checks and services required for
Orders LO equipment or materiel

Modification MI * Authorizes the modification of * When the modification is necessary to
Instructions equipment or materiel save a life, or to prevent loss of limb or

serious injury, disseminate it via naval
* Furnishes technical instructions on message and classify it as URGENT.

how to accomplish the modification
Urgent modifications instructions will
have a "time compliance period" and
must be completed within the time-
frame given.

Technical TI Furnishes technical advice or
Instructions information, not of a permanent nature,

on equipment or materiel

Supply SI Furnishes supply support information on:
Instructions specific supply problems or procedures

for specific equipment or classes of
materiel

Support SC Establishes the support policies
Concepts developed for the logistic support of

specific items of equipment

Stock Lists SL Provides all levels of the Marine Corps Examples: stock lists of publications,
supply and maintenance operations with components, and repair parts
essential, up-to-date information for
Marine Corps-managed items

User UM Provides procedures for formatting and Examples: Marine Corps Publications
Manuals entering information into the automated Distribution System (MCPDS), Marine

information services Integrated Maintenance Management
System (MIMMS), Marine Corps

_ Technical File System (MCTFS), etc.

Continued on next page
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Technical Publications, Continued

Challenge Which type of technical publication authorizes modification to equipment?

That's right, an MI. Take the time now to review the types and purposes of
technical publications. When you are ready, go on to the types and purposes
of nontechnical publications.
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Nontechnical Publications

Types and The table below provides the two most commonly used nontechnical
Purpose(s) publications and the type of information that you can find in each of them.

Types Abbrevs. Purposes/Descriptions Notes
Marine Corps MCO * Contains information of a * Is directed to the command's overall functions
Order permanent nature rather than to individualized office functions

* Requires continuing action * Remains in effect for 9 years or until revised
or cancelled by the sponsor or incorporated
into another suitable document

* Example of a Marine Corps Order is MCO
P4790.2 (give title in italics here)

Marine Corps MCBul * Contains information of a * Must have a self-cancelling provision
Bulletin temporary nature

* Normally remains in effect for up to 12
* Directs one-time or brief months, but not longer than

term actions that have the
same force and effect as an * Example: Marine Corps Bulletin is MCBul
order 3000.1 1, Marine Corps Warfighting (MCW);

Field Manuals (FM) are also types of
nontechnical publications

Challenge The difference between technical and nontechnical publications should be
clear now. What type of nontechnical publication is temporary in nature?
Good, you remembered--a Marine Corps Bulletin. Now look at the
components of a short title on the next page.
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Components of a Short Title for Technical Publications

Importance of You learned earlier about the different types of technical publications. Did
Abbreviations you pay attention to their abbreviated form? Can you list them?

They are

*TM
*LI
*LO

*TI
* SI
*SC
* SL
*UM

Definition The abbreviation is part of the short title. A technical publication's short
title is identified by letters and numbers. The short title consists of five
components:

* Two-letter abbreviation
* Basic number
* Maintenance echelon number
* Sequence number
* Edition designator

Let's discuss each in more detail.
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Two-Lefter Abbreviation

Type of As you have already learned, the first two letters of the short title are the
Publication abbreviation for the type of publication.

Examples Examples of these are

* TM -- technical manual
* LI -- lubricating instructions
* SI -- supply instructions
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Basic Number

Definition The next component of a short title is the basic number. Each of the three
kinds of basic numbers--item designator number, NSC number, and SSIC
number--are described below.

ID Number The item designator (ID) number in the short title is the same number as the
equipment ID number.

* It consists of five-digits suffixed by a letter of the alphabet (excluding 0
and I) assigned to a system, major item, or multiple-use major component.

* When a publication covers more than one model of the same system such
as a piece of equipment, the suffix letter is not used in the short title, and
the specific models of equipment are all listed on the cover. The table
below shows examples of each.

SHORT TITLES DESCRIPTIONS

SL-3-05916A This publication pertains to equipment ID number 05916A

This publication covers more than one model of 00080; therefore, ID
SL-3-00080 numbers 00080G, 00080H, and 00080J, each of which stands for one of

the three models, are listed on the cover of this publication.

NSC Number The national supply classification (NSC) number is the four-digit number
assigned to the material based on the group and class of material, rather than
on the ID number.

Examples The examnples that follows shows NSCs in bold type.

4930-00-288-1511
5110-00-293-2336

Continued on next page
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Basic Number, Continued

SSIC A standard subject identification code (SSIC) is the four- or five-digit
number that is used when the publication provides general information on a
wide range of equipment. Look at the examples that follow.

Examples Examples of technical publications using the SSIC are

* 1240 refers to a publication pertaining to motor transport.
* 4000 refers to a publication on logistics.
* 3000 refers to a publication on operations and reading.

SSIC Listing SSIC codes are listed in SECNAVINST 5210.11 Title italicized here and in
SECNAVMC 2761 Title italicized here.
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EOM Indicator

Definition The echelon of maintenance (EOM) indicator, often called the maintenance
echelon number, is a two-digit number preceded by a hyphen showing the
echelon of maintenance the publication covers.

Table of The table below shows the maintenance echelon numbers and the level of
Echelons maintenance for each.

EOM Echelons Applies to

-10 First echelon only Operator and crew

-20 Second echelon only Organizational maintenance

-30 Third echelon only Direct support/intermediate
maintenance

-40 Fourth echelon only General maintenance
support/intermediate
maintenance

-50 Fifth echelon only Depot maintenance

Challenge What about publications that cover more than one echelon or level of
maintenance?

The EOM indicator remains two-digits: the first digit shows the lowest level,
and the second, the highest level of maintenance covered, such as, -12 is first
through second echelons. See the following table for more examples.

Continued on nextpage
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EOM Indicator, Continued

Combination of To show a number of echelons in an EOMI, echelon numbers are combined.
Echelons The table below includes some examples.

Echelon Numbers
Refers to

-12 First through second echelons

-13 First through third echelons

-14 First through fourth echelons

-15 First through fifth echelons

-23 Second through third echelons

-24 Second through fourth echelons

-35 Third through fifth echelons

-45 Fourth through fifth echelons

A Tip to An easy way to help you remember how to find what EOM a publication
Remember covers is to learn a saying from a salty gunnery sergeant: "After the dash

and before the slash is where you can find the echelons."

What this means is, in TM 4700-15/1H, the number 15, which is after the
dash (-) and before the slash (/), refers to first through fifth echelons of
maintenance.

Letter "P" The letter P follows the maintenance echelon number when the manual is a
parts list. When a parts list is incorporated into the manual with text, the

TM is designated -12&P, -20&P, -30&P, -34&P, as applicable.

Example XXXXXP refers to the maintainance indicator number for a parts list.
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Sequence Number

Definition The sequence number follows the basic number or maintenance echelon
indicator, as appropriate.

The sequence number indicates that a manual is one of a series for a specific
piece of equipment.

Example TM 4700-15/1H

Virgule A virgule (/), often called a slash, separates the sequence number from the
EOM indicator since the EOM is not considered part of the assigned
sequence number. The sequence number indicates a manual as being one of
a series for a specific piece of equipment.

Example TM 4700-15/1 H. Note the virgule between the EOM indicator and the
sequence number.

Challenge Now you try. Answer the following questions about this publication's short
title TM 4700-15/2:

* What type of publication is it?
* What digits show the basic number (in this case, an SSIC)?
* What level of maintenance is covered?
* What number series is this publication?

Technical manual (technical publication); 4700 is the basic number; first
through fifth echelons; second in a series.

There's one more component of a technical publication's short title--the
edition designator.
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Edition Designator

Definition The edition designator, if applicable, is an alphabetic character, starting with
the capital letter suffix "A."

The edition designator indicates each revision of a publication after its initial
printing. The first revision is indicated by "A."

The edition designator appears as the last element of the total identification
number; it immediately follows the EOM or sequence number, as
appropriate.

Example TM 4700-15/1H. The "H" indicates this TM is in its seventh edition.

Review Figure 1-1 shows all of the components of a short title for a technical
publication. Once you have mastered this, you are ready to learn the
components of a short title for a nontechnical publication.

A-Type of publication
B-Basic number (in this case an SSIC)
C-Maintenance echelon number
D-Sequence number
E-Edition Designator
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Components of Nontechnical Publication Short Titles

Table of Fortunately, nontechnical publication short titles are easier to read than
Nontechnical technical publications. The following table provides the short-title
Publications components (for nontechnical publications) with definitions and examples.

COMPONENT DEFINITION EXAMPLE

Letter Abbreviation The first set of letters is the abbreviated form MCO for Marine Corps Order; MCBul
(type of publication) of the type of publication. for Marine Corps Bulletins

Manual-type * The letter "P" preceding the SSIC MCO P4400.150
Designation identifies it as a manual.

* This does not pertain to MCBuls as they
are not manual-types of publications.

Classification Identifies classified publications by prefixing * MCO P05215.1 would be confidential
the SSIC with the number: manual-type publication.

"0" for confidential * MCO 005215.1 would be a secret
publication.

"00" for secret

Subject Number * Is the SSIC MCO 5215. The number 5215 refers to the
subject. Subject numbers listing can be

* Is based on the information contained in found in SECNAVINST 5210.11
the publication

Reserve Designation "R" after the SSIC MCO 5215R.15

* Stands for the Reserves

* Is used when the publication only pertains
to the Marine Corps Reserve

Continued on next page
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Components of Nontechnical Publication Short Titles, Continued

Table of
NonTechnical
Publications,
continued

COMPONENT DEFINITION EXAMPLE

Consecutive The consecutive number is found In MCO 5215R.15, the number 15 is
Numbers immediately following the "." (period) in the fifteenth reserve publication in the

the short title. 5215 series.

* Indicates only the sequence of issue
within each SSIC

* Has no relation to the subject of the
publication

* Consecutive numbers of canceled
publications are not reissued

Edition Designator The edition designator, if applicable, is
an alphabetic character, starting with
capital suffix "A," that indicates each
revision of a publication after its initial
printing (i.e., MCO 5215R. I 5A is a
revised edition of the fifteenth reserve
publication in the 5215 series).

Challenge See if you can answer this question: What does the "00" mean in the short
title MCO P005215.15?

Outstanding! The "00" identifies the publication as a secret publication.

Now that you've mastered technical and nontechnical publications, read and
learn the difference between controlled and noncontrolled publications.
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Controlled and Noncontrolled Publications

Noncontrolled Noncontrolled publications include general and miscellaneous publications
that apply to training, supply, and technical areas and that can be stocked or
distributed by using standard distribution lists.

Controlled Controlled publications includes those that are

* Classified
* For Official Use Only
* Costly to print (some TM publications contain fold-out pages/color)
* Intended for HQMC use only

Difference The basic difference between controlled and noncontrolled publications is
Between the Two

* Noncontrolled publications may be requisitioned directly from the
publications stock control point.

* Controlled publications must have system sponsor approval (via the
Administration and Resource Management Division, Code ARDE,
Headquarters Marine Corps) for a one-time issue or continuing
distribution.

Letter of To obtain controlled publications, you must attach a letter of justification to a
Justification properly completed DD Form 1348.

* If approved by the sponsor, the request is added to the activity's PL and the
approved requisition is forwarded to the publications stock control point
for appropriate action.

* If the sponsor disapproves the request, it will be returned to you without
further action.

Continued on next page
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Controlled and Noncontrolled Publications, Continued

Remember! The difference between controlled and noncontrolled publications is

* Controlled publications must have system sponsor approval.

* Noncontrolled publications are requisitioned from the publications stock
control point.
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Publications Control Number (PCN)

Definition The PCN is an eleven-digit number assigned to a publication to denote
distribution. The PCN serves as a stock number for requisitioning purposes.

Components The table below provides a breakdown of the components of a PCN.

Digits Purposes Examples
I * The first three digits are referred to as the PCN NAVMC 2761 Appendix C 10207590201.

prefix.
2 * They identify the series of publications (i.e.,
3 the prefix for all MCOs and MCBuls is 102).

4 These five digits are assigned using identification 10207590201
numbers, SSICs, or federal supply class,
whichever applies.

6

7

8

9 The ninth digit is assigned for internal use by
MARCORSYSCOM.

10 The last two digits are assigned designating For MCO P5215.17, the PCN
basic/change/supplement/errata/etc.

=== = = * Change 1 would be 10207590201
11 * Change 2 would be 10207590202

Continued on next page
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Publications Control Number (PCN), Continued

PCN Listing A complete listing of PCN prefixes can be found in NAVMC 2761 Appendix
C 10207590201.

Challenge Identify the highlighted component for each of the following:

10207590201

10207590201
10207590201

You are moving right along! Check your responses with the previous PCN
table. Now complete this lesson by going over the individual activity codes.
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Individual Activity Code (IAC)

Definition The IAC is a seven-digit number that identifies your unit's address to Albany
and Headquarters Marine Corps for distribution of publications.

* Every unit has an IAC.
* Your supply section or the S-I should have a current listing of IACs.

Function An IAC shows the location of the unit requesting publications. (The PCN
tells only the distribution and the stock number.)

Examples IAC: 7000106 - Mailing address: Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps,
Washington, D. C. 20380-1775
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Lesson 2 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 17 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of this exercise.

Item 1 Identify each publication below with a "T" if it is technical or with an "N" if
it is nontechnical.

a. Modification Instruction
b. Marine Corps Order
c. Technical Manual
d. Supply Instructions
e. Lubrication Instructions
f. Marine Corps Bulletins
g. Technical Instructions
h. Support Concepts
i. Users Manuals
j. Stock Lists

Item 2 Using the short title of TM 4700-15/1H, write the components of the
short title in the space provided.

a. The echelon(s) that the publication covers is

b. The type of publication is _

c. The sequence designator is

d. This edition is _

e. The basic number is

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Item 3 Which of the following statements best describes a controlled and
noncontrolled publication?

a. A controlled publication contains technical information, while a
noncontrolled publication contains nontechnical information.

b. There really is no difference between a controlled and noncontrolled
publication.

c. A controlled publication is stocked in limited number and must be
requisitioned directly; a noncontrolled publication is unlimited.

d. A noncontrolled publication may be requisitioned directly from the
publications stock control point; a controlled publication must have
system sponsor approval.

Item 4 A PCN is assigned to

a. controlled publications only.
b. technical publications only.
c. a publication to control the quantity printed and distributed.
d. a publication to denote distribution and serve as a stock number for

requisitioning purposes.

Item 5 Using the publication control number, 10207590201, write the requested
component digits in the space provided.

a. The numbers that identify the series of this publication are _

b. The identification numbers, SSIC's, or federal supply class are which
number(s)?

c. The numbers that identify this publication as a change are

Continued on nextpage
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Items 6-15 Matching: For items 6 through 15, match each type of publication in
column A with its purpose in column B.

Column A Column B

Publication Purpose

6. MI a. Authorizes the modification of equipment
7. TM or materiel and furnishes technical
8. SI instructions on how to accomplish the
9. LI modification.
10. TI
11. SC b. When the modification is necessary to save
12. UM a life, or to prevent loss of limb or serious
13. MCO injury, it is usually distributed via naval
14. SL message and classified as URGENT.
15. MCBUL

c. Furnishes important information,
instructions, and procedures of a
permanent nature on the operation,
maintenance, and handling of equipment
or materiel.

d. Contains information that varies according
to the specific equipment or materiel and
the echelon coverage intended.

e. Contains information of a permanent
nature, and/or requires continuing action.

f Remains in effect for 9 years or until
revised or cancelled by the sponsor or
incorporated in another suitable document.

Continued on nextpage
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Item 16 Which of the following is the definition of the individual activity code.

a. A seven-digit number assigned to identify your unit's address to Albany
and HQMC for distribution of publications

b. An eleven-digit number assigned to identify your unit's address to Albany
and HQMC for distribution of publications

c. A seven-digit number assigned to identify your unit's address to Albany
and HQMC for distribution of only noncontrolled publications

d. An eleven-digit number assigned to identify your units address to Albany
and HQMC for distribution of only noncontrolled publications

Item 17 Use the short title MCO 001001.58A to complete the statements below.

a. Is this publication controlled or noncontrolled? _

b. The publication contains information of a nature.

c. The publication classification is

d. The subject number is

e. The consecutive number is

d. The publications edition is _

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The answers to the exercise items are listed in the table below. If you have a
question about an item, refer to the page listed for the item.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1. a T 1-14/15

1. b N 1-14/15

1. c T 1-14/15

1. d T 1-14/15

1. e T 1-14/15

1. f N 1-14/15

1. g T 1-14/15

1. h T 1-14/15

1. i T 1-14/15

1. j T 1-14/15

2. a first through fifth 1-21

2. b Technical Manual 1-22

2. c 1 1-22/23

2. d H 1-22/23

2. e 4700 1-22/23

3. d 1-26/27

4. d 1-28

5. a 102 1-28

5. b 07590 1-28

5. c 01 1-28

6. a 1-13

7. c 1-13

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Solutions,
continued

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

8 j 1-13
9 i 1-13

10 e 1-13

11 h 1-13

12 g 1-13
13 f 1-13

14 d 1-13

15 b 1-13

16 a 1-30

17.a controlled 1-27

17.b permnanent 1-24

17.c secret 1-25

17.d 1001 1-24

17.e 58 1-24

17.f A 1-24

Lesson Summary In this lesson, you've learned the types of publications, their purposes, and
their short titles, the difference between controlled and noncontrolled
publications, and the definitions and uses of a PCN and IAC.

What's Next? In the next lesson, you'll learn the references that provide policy, procedure,
and guidance for establishing and maintaining your publication library, and
you'll be introduced to the four functional areas of publication control.
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LESSON 3

PUBLICATIONS CONTROL REFERENCES

Overview

Introduction Working as a publications clerk is not always fun; however, when you are the
duty expert on publications, it can be very rewarding. To become the duty
expert, you must know what each publication and directive pertains and what
purpose each of them serves. This lesson will help you identify where to get
the information you need to establish and maintain your publication control
system.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify the purpose of each reference used in establishing a publications
control system.

* Match each reference needed to perform an inventory with its description.

* Match each functional area of the publication control system with its
definition.

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 3 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

References Needed for Publication Control 1-38

References Needed to Perform Inventories 1-40

Introducing the Functional Areas of Publication Control 1-41

Lesson 3 Exercise 1-42
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References Needed For Publication Control

Importance of As you have learned, a publication control system is needed to manage all the
Publication publications in a library, technical and nontechnical. Establishing a
Control publication control system is only half the mission.

The publications library is dynamic in the sense that it is constantly
changing. For example, new publications of all types must be added,
changes need to be made to existing publications, publications are replaced
by new ones, and so forth. Your system must be built to accommodate these
changes and to support the continuing operation of a publication library.

References The following table is a list of references and their purposes which you will
need to establish and maintain publication control over your library.

REFERENCES PURPOSES

MCO P4790.2 Appendix B provides guidelines for establishing a technical publications
library.

MCO P5215.1 Provides policies, procedures, and standards for effective management,
operation, and maintenance of the Marine Corps Directives System.

MCO 5215.12 Provides revised regulations conceming managing, maintaining, filing,
and establishing "Must Hold" lists of Naval Directives.

MCO P5215.17 Publishes the policies and standards for the operation and maintenance of
the Marine Corps Technical Publications System, including the Federal
Catalog System publications.

MCO P5600.31 Provides guidance, procedures, and standards for effective management,
operation, and maintenance of the Marine Corps publications and
printing program.

SECNAVINST Provides policies, responsibilities, and standards for the administration of
5215.1 the Department of the Navy Directives Issuance System.
UM MCPDS 5605 Provides guidance and instruction on the use of the MCPDS field users

system.

UM-PLMS Provides guidance and instructions on the use of Publication Library
Management System (PLMS) field users system.

Continued on next page
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References Needed for Publications Control, Continued

Handy You may not need to maintain all of these references within your library;
Reference however, at least one library within the unit (usually the Administrative

Section's library) should maintain a copy of each.

Feel free to copy the table on the previous page and post it on the bulkhead.
It is a handy reference and may save time for another Marine who is not as
well prepared as you.

Challenge As a review, look at the short titles of these reference publications in the
preceeding table. Are these publications technical or nontechnical? Are
these publications controlled or noncontrolled? Refer to lesson 2 of this
study unit if you're having difficulty making these distinctions.
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References Needed to Perform Inventories

Inventories While you are learning about references that you'll need to establish
publication control, it's worthwhile to take a quick look at the references
you'll need to perform inventories. Later in this course you'll learn the details
of inventory control--types, importance, and when and how to perform them.

References What references do I need to perform inventories, you ask? The following
table lists the references and their purposes for inventory control.

REFERENCES PURPOSES

NAVMC 2761 Is the index and quarterly checklist for all directive type publications. It lists
stocked and nonstocked nontechnical publications used by the Marine Corps.

SL 1-2 Is the quarterly listing for all equipment associated publications.

SL 1-3 Is the quarterly listing for all publications authorized for use by the Marine
Corps and stocked at the publications control point. Included are
publications adopted for Marine Corps use that have been prepared by other
Department of Defense activities and by commercial contractors.

PLMS Publication Library Management System is a software version of SL 1-2/1-3.

Checklists Checklists are prepared by higher headquarters specifically to perform
inventories. MCO 5215.1 paragraph 6002 states, "Per U.S.C.552(a) (2) (C),
all agencies (Headquarters and field commands) are required to publish
checklists or supplements on a quarterly basis."

Retain These Every library should maintain a copy of the publications listed in the table
References above. Why every library? When units deploy, many of them do not deploy

to one geographical location. In fact, they could be spread across hundreds
of miles and you may not be able to obtain the publications when needed.
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Introducing the Functional Areas of Publication Control

Your Job You just found out what references you'll need for inventorying publications.
Performing inventories is a large part of your job as a publications clerk.
Procedures for performing inventories are described in a subsystem called
inventory control. Inventory control is just one functional area of your job.

In lesson 1 of this study unit you learned that you, the duty expert in
publications, are also responsible for ensuring the publication gets to the
users in your unit. How will you do this? By using the procedures
established in the four functional areas of publications control.

Four Functional The table below names and defines the four functional areas of publications
Areas control.

Functional Definitions
Areas

Allowance Consists of step-by-step procedures beginning with what and how many
Control publications are required and ending with a PL update.

Internal Consists of procedures designed to assign a chain of responsibility and designate
Distribution the specific steps and tasks involved in getting a publication from the mail room
Control where it has arrived, through the UPCP, shop officer or section head, and the

publications librarian, to the shelf of the proper publication control system.

Inventory Consists of procedures for handling publications once they have arrived at the
Control shop or office.

Requisition Consists of procedures designed to ensure that publications' shortages are
Control properly identified and promptly requisitioned, and that pending requisitions are

updated in a timely fashion.
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Lesson 3 Exercise

Directions Answer items 1 through 15 below by selecting or writing the best response to
each item. Check your responses against the solutions provided at the end of
this lesson.

Items 1-8 Matching: For items 1 through 8, match each reference in column A with its
purpose in column B.

Column A Column B
Reference Purpose

_ 1. MCO P4790.2 a. Provides guidance and instruction on the use of the
2. MCO P5215.1 MCPDS field users system.

3. MCO 5215.12 b. Provides revised regulations concerning
4. MCO P5215.17 management, maintaining, filing, and establishing
5. MCO P5600.3 "Must Hold" lists of Naval Directives.

6. SECNAVINST 5215 c. Publishes the policies and standards for the
7. UM MCPDS 5605 operation and maintenance of the Marine Corps
8. UM PLMS Technical Publications System, including the

Federal Catalog System publications.

d. Provides guidance and instructions on the use of
PLMS field users system.

e. Provides policies, procedures and standards for
effective management, operation, and maintenance
of the Marine Corps Directives System.

f. Provides guidance, procedures, and standards for
effective management, operation, maintenance of
the Marine Corps publications and printing
program.

g. Provides guidelines for establishing a technical
library publications library.

h. Provides policies, responsibilities, and standards
for the administration of the Department of the
Navy Directives Issuance System.

Continued on next page
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued

Items 9-11 Matching: For items 9 through 11, match each inventory control reference in
column A with its purpose in column B.

Column A Column B
Reference Purpose

_ 9. NAVMC 2761 a. A quarterly listing for all publications authorized for
10. SL 1-2 use by the Marine Corps and stocked at the
11. SL 1-3 publications control point. Included are publications

adopted for Marine Corps use that have been prepared
by other Department of Defense activities and by
commercial contractors.

b. The index and quarterly checklist for all directive type
publications. It lists stocked and nonstocked
nontechnical publications used by the Marine Corps.

c. The quarterly listing for all equipment associated
publications.

Items 12-15 Matching: For items 12 through 15, match each functional area of
publication control, column A, with its definition in column B.

Column A Column B
Functional Area Definition

12. Allowance Control a. Consists of procedures designed to assign a chain
13. Internal Distribution of responsibility and designate the specific steps and

Control tasks involved in getting a publication from the mail
14. Inventory Control room, where it has arrived, through the UPCP, shop
15. Requisition Control officer or section head, and the publications librarian

to the shelf of the proper publication control system.
b. Consists of procedures for handling publications

once they have arrived at the shop or office.
c. Consists of procedures designed to ensure that

publications' shortages are properly identified and
promptly requisitioned, and that pending requisitions
are updated in a timely fashion.

d. Consists of step-by-step procedures beginning with
what and how many publications are required and
ending with a PL update.

Continued on next page
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The following table provides the solutions to the exercise items. If you have
a question about an exercise item, refer to the page listed for the item.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

I 9 ~~~~~~~~~~1-38

2 e ~~~~~~~~~~1-38

3 b 1-38

4 c 1-38

5 f 1-38

6 h 1-38

7 a 1-38

8 d 1-38

9 b 1-40

10 c 1-40

11 a 1-40

12 d 1-41

13 a 1-41

14 b 1-41

15 c 1-41

Lesson In lesson 3, you've learned about the references you will need to control
Summary publications in general. You also learned about the references specific for

inventory control, a functional area of publications control. You were briefly
introduced to the four functional areas of publication control.
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Study Unit 1 Summary

What You've In this first study unit, you've learned the basics of the "publications
Learned language." You now have an overview of the entire system to include:

definitions, references, and a peek at the four functional areas (your job
procedures) of a publications control system.

What's Next In the next study unit, you will break down the first functional area,
allowance control.
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STUDY UNIT 2

ALLOWANCE CONTROL

Overview

Scenario The publications control system is designed for the activity that has both
technical and nontechnical publications. It requires everyone's effort within
the unit. Who do you think will lead the unit in maintaining this system?
That's right, you, the duty expert.

The primary purpose of this study unit is to provide you with the knowledge
to set up allowance control, which is essential in establishing a good
publication control system.

Scope In this study unit you will learn about

* Publication Control Formns
* Conducting Inventory
* Disposing of excess or outdated publicatings
* Updating the Internal Distribution List and the Publication Listing

In This Study The lessons in study unit 2 are listed in the table below.
Unit

Lessons Topics See Pages

1 Methods and Forms 2-2

2 Establish a Publications Library 2-12

3 Update the Internal Distribution List (IDL) and the 2-25
Publication Listing (PL)
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LESSON 1

METHODS AND FORMS

Overview

Introduction Whether you are a unit distribution control point (UDCP) or a publications
clerk, you must be familiar with the method you'll use for allowance control,
which is the first functional area of publications control. Remember, your
job is to control the publications in the library that you set up and maintain.

In this lesson, you'll learn about allowance control; the two methods of
allowance control; publication control forms, locator sheets; and how to
make changes to technical publications.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Name the two control methods.

* Select the form used to identify what publications are in a library.

* Select the form used to report deficiencies to technical publications.

* Select the form that shows a publication has been temporarily removed.

* Identify the purpose of form NAVMC 10772, Recommended Changes to
Technical Publications.

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 1 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

Control Methods 2-3

Publication Control Forms 2-4

Locator Sheet 2-6

Changes to Publications 2-7

NAVMC 10772 2-8

Lesson 1 Exercise 2-10
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Control Methods

Establishing When establishing allowance control, you are actually creating a process to
Allowance identify what is in your library. This process can be created either manually
Control or automatically, depending on local standing operating procedures (SOP).

Two Methods The two methods of allowance control are manual and automated. The
automated method is the preferred method and entails using the Publication
Library Management System (PLMS), which is discussed later in this course.
In the manual method, publication control forms may be locally produced.

Publication The major effort involved in allowance control is to produce publication
Control Forms control forms for your library. These forms assist you in first establishing a

library and then later in maintaining it; they are the source documents of your
library.

Challenge Why do you suppose that the preferred control method is the automated
method?

You may have thought of several reasons, some of which are listed below:

* One reason is to standardize and simplify forms and procedures from one
library to another.

* A second reason is that once you've established allowance control with the
automated method, your library is easier to maintain.

* The automated method is faster and more accurate than the manual
method.

* The automated method enables you to handle larger libraries.

MCO P4790.2 , MIMMS Field Procedures Manual, Appendix B, states that
a publication control form may be locally produced or automated. Look
further into publication control forms beginning on the next page.
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Publication Control Forms

Definition No matter how large or small your library is, you must use publication
control forms as your source documents for your library. What is a
publication control form? This form is used to identify which publications
you are maintaining in your library, their quantity, and location.

Ten Entries What information must be on a publication control form? There is a
minimum of ten entries of information to be recorded on a publication
control form. Local SOP may require additional information. The following
table lists the ten entries with a brief explanation of each.

ENTRYS EXPLANATIONS

Individual Activity Either the seven-digit IAC or the name of your activity.
Code/Activity

Equipment When the publication control form is used for equipment-related
Nomenclature publications, the equipment nomenclature will include item

designator number (ID number) and TAMCN.

Date The date the publication control form is being prepared.

PCN The publication's PCN as listed in the NAVMC 2761 or SL 1-2/1-3.

Short Title The publication's short title as listed in the NAVMC 2761 or SL
1-2/1-3.

Publication Date The publication's date as listed in the NAVMC 2761 or SL 1-2/1-3.

Number of Changes The number of changes to the basic publication as listed in the
NAVMC 2761 or SL 1-2/1-3. When the SL 1-2/1-3 lists changes,
each change will be listed on a separate line.

Location The publication's location and the quantity of publications required at
this location.

Total Quantity Required This quantity will equal the total quantity for each location.

Quantity on Hand This quantity will equal the total quantity on hand unless you have
placed an order for a shortage.

Continued on next page
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Publication Control Form, Continued

Example There are many ways to manually prepare a publication control form as long
as they include the ten entries and follow your local SOP. Look at the
example below of a blank, automated publication control form.

Note: The automated form below was produced using the Publications
Library Management System (PLMS), which is discussed later in this
course.

PUBLICATION DATA SHEET/INVENTORY CONTROL FORM SL 1-3 DATE! 01 OCT 1996

CHD UNIT PUB COTY CVI OTY ON

PUBLICATION TITLE PCN DATH PL IDL RZOR RPUR O/H LOCATION ORDER DOC NUM

TABLS OF AUT MATERIAL

NAVMC 1017 10000041300 00 JAN 93 ____ 

STORAGE ANM MATERIAL HANDLING

NAVMC 1101 VOL II 10000235100 31 JUL 71 ________

SAPETY PROaRAM MANAGEMENT MA9NtAL

NAVMC 2692 10001330000 26 SEP 79 ____ 

PHYSICAL PLANT MANaaEMENT

NAVMC 2713 10001340100 06 MAY 60 ____ 

Accountability Remember, regardless of the method (manual or automated) you use in
allowance control, the publication control form must account for all the
publications in your library. These forms are continuously used to maintain
the library and to perform inventories. You'll learn more about these forms
later in this course.
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Locator Sheet

Definition What is a locator sheet? A locator sheet is a formn that is filed in place of a
publication which has been temporarily removed from your library.

Example Marine Corps Orders usually have a locator sheet that follows the signature
page. The following figure is an example of a locator sheet for MCO
P5215.1G.

MCO P5215.1G
20 Mar 89

LOCATOR SHEET

Subj: MARINE CORPS DIRECTIVES SYSTEM

Location:
(Indicate the location(s) of the copy(ies) of this Manual.)

Information Notice the information recorded on a locator sheet. When filled out properly,
it tells you who has the publication and on what date the publication was
removed from the library.

In allowance control, there is one more task you'll be concerned with
performing, which is making recommended changes to existing publications.
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Changes to Publications

Recommending As a UDCP or as a publications clerk, you will no doubt observe errors or
Changes deficiencies in publications. Marines in your unit are most likely to find

errors since they use the publications on a day-to-day basis. In either case, it
is your job to recommend changes to publications and to inform Marine users
how to do it.

There are different procedures for technical and nontechnical publications.

Nontechnical You may request a recommended change, request clarification, get advice,
Publications and ask questions about a nontechnical publication, such as a Marine Corps

Order or Marine Corps Bulletin, by submitting correspondence through your
chain of command to HQMC. A publication control form is not used.

Technical Form NAVMC 10772, Recommended Changes to Publications, is used to
Publications communicate directly (for the most part, without staffing through the chain of

command) with Marine Corps Logistics Bases (MARCORLOGBASES),
Albany, Georgia.

Form NAVMC 10772 provides a medium for accelerating information
feedback to MARCORLOGBASES to effect needed corrections, changes,
and or revisions. Let's look at this form in more detail.
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NAVMC 10772

Use Users of publications should report deficiencies, errors, omissions, additions,
and suggestions for improvement on this form. Typographical errors and
Federal Supply Classification (FSC) changes need not be reported.

Originators of the NAVMC 10772 must include their full name, address, and
telephone number to ensure evaluation of and responses to their input.

Address Where should this form be sent? The user submits it directly to:

COMMARCORLOG BASES (Code 853)
814 Radford Boulevard
Albany, GA 31704-1128

Instructions Complete instructions on the preparation of NAVMC 10772 are found in the
current edition of TM 4700-15/1, Ground Equipment Record Procedures.

Continued on next page
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NAVMC 10772, Continued

Example The NAVMC 10772 is an 8 1/2" by 11 " fonn, but is shown in its two parts.
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Lesson 1 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 4 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 The two types of control methods used to assist you in identifying which
publications you have in your library are and

a. manual/automated
b. manual/locally generated
c. automated/on-line
d. automated/locally generated

Item 2 The form that is used to assist you in identifying what you have in your
library is a

a. NAVMC 10772
b. locator sheet
c. control record
d. publication control form

Item 3 Which form is completed and filed in a publications place when the
publication is temporarily removed from your library?

a. NAVMC 10772
b. Locator sheet
c. Control record
d. Publication control form

Item 4 Which form is used to report deficiencies, errors, omissions, suggestions for
improvements, and additions to technical publications?

a. NAVMC 10772
b. Locator sheet
c. Control record
d. Publication control form

Continued on next page
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The following table provides the solutions to the exercise items. If you have
a question about an exercise item, refer to the page listed for the item.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1 a 2-3

2 d 2-4

3 b 2-6

4 a 2-7

Lesson Now that you have your publication control forms ready, you have completed
Summary the first step in allowance control. You've learned how a locator sheet will

assist you in keeping control of your library and how you can request a
change to a publication.

You're ready to take inventory and establish your library.
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LESSON 2

ESTABLISH A PUBLICATIONS LIBRARY

Overview

Introduction Before you begin to establish your library, a few decisions concerning the
library inventory, publications and directives filing, and maintaining the
proper amount of publications must be answered.

Your supervisors will help with these decisions, but remember, you are the
duty expert. You must be able to provide the information needed to
establish an effective library.

This lesson provides procedures for establishing a publications library. If
you follow every step, you will be on your way to having a well-organized
library.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify when an update inventory is conducted.

* Select, from a list, the proper filing order of publications.

* Identify the document used to determine what equipment is rated.

* Determine what publications are associated with the type of equipment.

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 2 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

Library Inventories 2-13

Publications Filing 2-15

Determine What Publications Are Needed 2-16

Determine the Quantity of Publications Needed 2-19

Lesson 2 Exercise 2-21
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Library Inventories

Types of There are two types of inventories:
Inventories

* Wall-to-wall
* Update

Wall-to-Wall This inventory is required when the library is first established or at any time
Inventory the control of the library has been lost.

To accomplish a wall-to-wall inventory due to loss of control, all
publications must be removed from binders, desks, and drawers. As the
publications are replaced in their binders, check them off on the publication
control form.

Update The update inventory is performed on a quarterly basis, using the quarterly
Inventory checklists, when a new SL 1-2/1-3 and NAVMC 2761 are received. The

update inventory is not as thorough as a wall-to-wall.

This type of inventory may also be referred to as a quarterly reconciliation.
All you will do is remove outdated publications and ensure you have
received all the new changes that were published.

Inventory There are two types of inventory methods:
Methods

* Manual - requires you to look up each Publication Control Number (PCN)
that you are maintaining.

* Automated - Publications Library Management System (PLMS) will print
the information once the program has been updated.

The automated method is the preferred method; it is easier and quicker.

Continued on next page
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Library Inventories, Continued

PLMS Example A quarterly reconciliation printed from PLMS is shown below

QUARTERLY RECONCILIATION
PcN MESSAGES WOITION SHORT TITLE

10001340180 Publi.hed on C0 tINK 00 wn updte.d on 30 amP 0o 2 NAVMC 2713

20001340250 Publiehed on 00 0IN 00w- updated on 30 SEP 00 2 NAVMC 2714

10002340300 Publiehed on 00 UNK 00 wa updated on 30 SEP 00 2 NAVMC 2715

10001345000 Publlehed on 22 JAN 9G win updte.d on 06AUG 96 3 HAVMC 2761

10200760000 Publihed on 0S APR 95 wo updated on 27 MAR 95 MP MMO P1200,7R

10207590200 Published en 24 APR 09 we updated on 20 JON 9N 7 MCO P5215 17C

12308070000 Publiehed on 0 FPB 90 a updated ow 03 PDD 92 RMM WPNS 3L-3-08670A W/Ca 1

12309993000 Published on 30 JUN 95 wee updated on 29 JOIN 95 9 SL-e-o9993A

16098757500 Publiehed on 27 UNK 9 N e updated on 27 D5 C 9 MT44 M1-0C87DA-35/2

16098000002 Publiehed on 02 USK P1 wl e updated on 02 SEP 01 ARM PFNS MH-08993A-35/i

15004734700 Publi-hed on 14 FZB 91 wee updated on 29 JAN 96 KT 7 TI-4731-14/IC

15000232S00 Publiehed on 22 AM 91 updated on 31 JAN 96 MT35 TM-2320-24P/0A VOL 2

1000233000 Publiehed on 01 DEC 09 Wa9 updated on 20 DEc a 4 MT25 TM 2320-34P/14B

18000233500 Published on 20 AU 91 ve updeted on 29 MAR 96 MT36 T7-2320-34/9A I/Cg 2-3

10000243000 Publuehed on 01 NOV 93 rue updated n 31 JAN 96 MT TM-2320-20/7B VOL 1

1l000297600 Publi.hed o 31 AUG 94 ea updated n 29 94 TM 11240-1S/45

31100600500 Publiehed on 30 SEP 09 we updeted on 01 JUL 07 S 740-90-1 M/F

34923150500 Publiehed on 31 OCT as wee updated on 25 OCT 9N MT 9 TM 9-23320-272-20-2 H/ag 1-3
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Publications Filing

Nontechnical When filing publications in a nontechnical library, a copy of each directive or
Library the respective locator sheet are filed in three-ring binders as dictated by the

needs of the command.

File printed copies in binders separate from the correspondence files and
from other printed material issued in another system.

File by command, standard subject Identification Code (SSIC) (latest
bulletins in front of orders in same SSIC); or file directives first by SSIC, and
then in command seniority.

Directives of commanding officers of reserve units are filed in front of
inspector-instructor directives.

Technical Technical publications may be arranged in one of two ways:
Library

* PCN sequence. If you are working in a predominantly administrative shop
(an MMO), you file in PCN sequence. If the method of choice is
automated, ensure that a manual back-up is in place.

* Separated equipment/nonequipment associated publications. If you are
maintaining a library for a mechanic or technical section, you will find this
way better because the mechanics or technicians can check out one binder,
vice numerous individual publications to work on a piece of equipment.

In short, file all the publications pertaining to a specific vehicle together in
short title, numeric sequence.
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Determine What Publications Are Needed

Determining Determine what your activity rates or supports by reviewing the
Factors

* Table of Organization (TO)
* Table of Equipment (T/E)
* Allowance list
* Special allowances
* SL 1-2
* SL 1-3

Table of The T/O is generated by HQMC and provides
Organization
(T/O) * The plan by which the unit is organized

* The organic logistic capabilities
* The echelon of maintenance authorized to be performed

Table of The T/E is also generated by HQMC and lists the equipment allowances of
Equipment (T/E) the unit.

Each unit's T/E is identified by a number which usually corresponds to the
unit's T/O.

Activity's An allowance list is generated internally and provides the unit's internal
Allowance List distribution of equipment.

Special A special allowance is any equipment authorized by higher headquarters in
Allowances addition to the T/E.

SL 1-2 The SL 1-2 is an index of all current equipment, supply, and maintenance
publications required to support Marine Corps equipment. It is generated
quarterly by MCLB Albany, GA.

Continued on next page
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Determine What Publications Are Needed, Continued

SL 1-3 The SL 1-3 is a listing for all publications (less directives) authorized for use
and stocked at MCLB, Albany, GA.

Publication Now that you've determined
Control Form

* What equipment your unit rates by reviewing the unit's T/E, activity's
allowance list, and special allowances

* Which echelon of maintenance is authorized from the front cover of the
unit's T/O

Note: Maintenance activities may elect to hold publications that exceed
their authorized echelon of maintenance. The higher-echelon
publication may have more detailed information such as wiring
diagrams, parts breakouts, etc. Higher-echelon publications may be
kept by a unit for whatever reason, but they must be kept current.

* Which publications are associated with each type of equipment rated using
the SL 1-2 and the SL 1-3

You are ready to begin filling out the publication control form.

Continued on next page
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Determine What Publications Are Needed, Continued

Example Below is an exarnple of a publication control form.

PUBLICATION DATA SHEOT/INVENTORY CONTROL PORM REF: MCO P4790.2_ SL 1-2 DATE: 01 OCr 1996

CMD UNIT PUS OTY OTY OTY ON

PUBLICATION TITLE PCN DATE PL IDL REOR REOR O/H LOCATION ORDER DOC NUM

RIFLE,5.56MM MN6A2

SL-3-05538C W/CH 2 CUMM - 4 12305538200 24 SOP 86

TOOL AND GAGE SET M16A2 RIFLE

SL-3-06229A 12306229000 27 APR 95

INP WPNS CALIS RXCH PROGRAM

TI-4733-15/llD 16739357200 01 PEB 95 _ _

SM ARIS CPERATORS MNL ORDNANCE

TI-D0005-1/21A 16909056500 31 MAY 99 _ __ _ 

TRIGGER POLL MEAS SM ARMS WPNS

TI-B00S-24/19C 16808002600 O0 APR 94 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

PREFIRE INSP SM AB1MS WPNS ORD MATL

TI-8005-24/20C 16900092700 16 JUL 92 - - - -

CHOOI PREFIRE INSP SM ARMS WPNS ORD 16906002701 23 NOV 93

CH002PRE-FIRE INSP SML ARMS WPNS 16908002702 30 JUL 95

CH003PRE-FIRE INSP,SHALL ARM HPN9 16809092703 15 JAN 97

RIFLE 5.56-MM M16A2 W/E

TM 05530C-10/1A W/CH1-4 19405529000 29 AG 96 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

RIFLE 5.56MM M16A2 NIB 16405529001 11 MAY 90

RIFLE 5.561M4 M316A2

TM 05539C-10/3 16405529300 01 MAY 60 - - - - _-_ _

OPR HDOX N16A2 RIPLE 19460029302 20 AVG 90

RIFLE .56MM MN16A2 H/E

TM 05538C-23&P/2A W/CO 1-3 16400029500 01 AUG 7 _8_7_ _ _ _ _

CH0O4RIPLE 5.56MM M16A2 H/E 19405029504 26 NOV 91

C0HANGE 05 19405029505 09 SEP 94

CHANGE 06 19400029506 31 MAR 96

RIFLE SHOT GP ANALY CARD M14 M16A1

GTA 21-1-4 POCKET SIZE 30300750600 31 NAN 74 _ _

OVERSEA SOPT SM ARMS RIFLES ET

TO 9-1000-247-34 31203040000 30 TM. 97 _8_7_ _ _ _ _

RPR WOOD FIBERGLAAA AMLL EMA WPN

TM 9-1005-301-30 W/CH 1-2 34910332000 20 OCT 70 - - - - _-_ _
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Determine the Quantity of Publications Needed

Number of Determining the number of copies for each publication needed requires a
Libraries judgment call based on how many libraries are to be maintained and how
Needed many copies are needed in each library.

Use the table below to help you determine the number of libraries your
section should maintain.

QUESTIONS TO ASK REPLYS

The activity's concept of employment contained in the T/O
cover page. Will the unit be spread over many miles?

Contingency plans and periodic deployments, as well as
mobilization. When the unit deploys, does the entire unit
deploy or just a detachment?

Is the section spread out over several buildings?

If you answered YES to any of the questions above, then you must consider
keeping more than one library within your section.

Equipment- Now use the following table to help you determine how many copies of a
Related publication you will need to maintain for your equipment.
Publications

QUESTIONS TO ASK REPLYS

How many pieces of equipment does this publication
support?

How many users may simultaneously require this
publication?

Is the publication going to be used in a clean shop, or will it
be used outside in the rain, snow, or around oil or grease
where it will only last a short time?

Depending on the answers to these questions, consider ordering multiple
copies of the publication.

Continued on next page
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Determine the Quantity of Publications Needed, Continued

Nonequipment A nonequipment associated (NEA) technical publication is one that contains
Associated technical information but is not associated with any specific item of
(NEA) equipment. For instance, the TM 4700-15/1, provides guidance in

completing maintenance related forms.

Determining requirements for technical publications that are nonequipment
associated is as easy as looking up an ID number on the SL 1-2.

Use the table below to identify the ID number that pertains to your library,
then look that ID number up on the SL 1-2 to determine what nonequipment
associated technical publications are available to you.

TYPE OF LIBRARYS ID Numbers

Communications/Electronics 10203A

Engineers 10204A

General Supply 10205A

Motor Transport 10206A

Ordnance 10207A

Nontechnical The basic criterion for deciding whether or not a publication is required is the
Publications answer to the question, "Does this publication contain information I need to

accomplish the mission of my section?"

References used to develop a nontechnical Publications Distribution Control
form include SOPs or other orders of senior headquarters, inspection
checklists, reports, etc.

Record nontechnical publications information on the same publication
control forms used for technical publications (nonequipment associated).
PCN's for nontechnical publications are found in NAVMC 2761 and the
SL 1-3.
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Lesson 2 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 4 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 An update inventory is performed

a. weekly
b. quarterly
c. semi-annually
d. annually

Item 2 Select the proper filing order of the below publications. They are to be
inter-filed in numerical sequence.

(1) DivO 1700.8B
(2) DivBul 1020 of 7 Dec 96
(3) MCBul 1020 of 9 Jan 97
(4) MCOP1020.34F
(5) BnO 1040.l OA

a. 3,2,4,1 and 5
b. 3,4,2,5 and 1
c. 4,3,1,2 and 5
d. 5,1,2,4 and 3

Item 3 What documents should you use to determine what equipment your library
will be supporting?

a. T/E and activity allowance list
b. T/E and publication control forms
c. T/O and activity allowance list
d. T/O and publication control forms

Continued on nextpage
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Item 4 You are a small arms repair technician working in an arnory authorized 2nd
echelon maintenance. Use the SL 1-2 example on the next page as a
reference.

Place an X next to the PCNs listed below that you are required to maintain
in your library.

12305538200

16738357200

16808082600
18405529000

18405529500

12306229000
16808056500

___ 16808082700

18405529300

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Item 4 Exercise Reference

PUBLICATION DATA SHEET/INVENTORY CONTROL FORH REF: MOC P4790.2 SL 1-2 DATE: 01 OCT 199,

CM UNIT PUD QTY QTY OTY ON

PURLICATION TITLE PCX DATE PL IDL RBQR REOR O/H LOCATION ORDER DOC NOM

RIFLE,5.56MM MiGA2

SL-3-05530C N/CH 2 COWD - 4 12305538200 24 SEP 86 _

TOOL AND GAGE SET M16A2 RIFLE

SL-3-06229A 12306229000 27 APR 9S _ _

INF HPNS CALIB EXCH PROGRAM

TI-4733-15/llD 16738357200 01 FEB 95 _

SH ARMS OPERATORS MNL ORDNANCE

TI-8005-1S/23-A 16808056500 31 MAY 80 __ _

TRIGGER PULL HEAR SM ARMS WPS

TI-9005-24/19C 16805082600 05 APR 94 _

PREFIRE INSP SM ARMS HPNS ORD HATL

TI-8005-24/20C 16800082700 16 JUL 82 _ _

CH001 PREFIRE INSP 5M ARMS HPNS ORD 16908082701 23 NOV 83

CH002FRE-FIRE INSP SMEL ARMS HPNS 16808082702 30 JUL 8_

CH003PRE-FIRR INSP,SMALL ARM HPNS 16808082703 15 *7N 87

RIFLE 5.56-MM M16A2 Il/E

TM 05538C-10/lA W/CH1-4 18405529000 29 AVG 86 _

RIFLE 5.56MM H16A2 W/E 10405529001 11 MAY 90

RIFLE 5.56M4 M16A2

T1 0553SC-10/3 18405529300 01 MAY 88 0__ _

OFR PDBX H16A2 RIFLE 18405529302 20 AUG 90

RIFLE 5.5614M M16A2 H/E

TM 05538C-23&P/2A W/CH 1-3 18405529500 01 AUG 87 _ _ _ _ _ _

CH004RIFLE 5.56MM M16A2 W/E 1840529504 26 NOV 91

CHANGE 05 18405529505 08 SEP 94

CHANGE 06 18405529506 31 MAR 96

RIFLE SHOT OP AIALY CARD M14 MlGAI

OTA 21-1-4 POCKET SIZE 30800750600 31 MAR 74 _

OVERSEA SNPT SM ARMS RIFLES ET

TB 9-1000-247-34 31203040000 30 JUL 87 _ _ _ _ _ _

RPR WOOD FIBERGLAAA AMLL RMA NMP

TM 9-1005-301-30 N/CH 1-2 34910332000 20 OCT 70 _

SMALL CALIBER AMMUNITION PSC1305

TM 43-0001-27 H/CH 1-10 36317000000 01 JUN 51 - - - - _-_

CH012SMALL CALIBER AMMN PRSC 1305 36317000012 08 JON 92

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The answers to the exercise items are listed below. If you have a question

about an item, refer to the page shown.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1 b 2-14

2 b 2-16

3 a 2-17

4 all PCNs Xed 2-17

Lesson Your library is really starting to take shape now. You know
Summary

* When you need to do an inventory
* How to file your publications
* What publications you need to maintain
* How many of each you need to maintain

Now what are you going to do with all the publications and directives you
don't need anymore? How are you going to ensure that you get the changes
and new publications and directives that you need? I guess you'd better read
on; your battle isn't over yet!
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LESSON 3
UPDATE THE INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION LIST (IDL) AND

THE PUBLICATION LISTING (PL)

Overview

Introduction Now that you've established your library and all your directives are filed
away, it's time to get rid of the excess and outdated publications and
directives.

Once you've completed this, you'll need to request changes to the IDL and PL
so that everyone knows what's being maintained in your library.

Learning At the end of this lesson you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify the disposition procedure for outdated publications.

* Identify the staff section to which the Internal Distribution List (IDL) is
sent.

* Identify the publication that dictates how to update the Publication List
(PL).

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 3 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

Disposing of Outdated or No Longer Needed Publications 2-26

Updating the Intemal Distribution List 2-27

Lesson 3 Exercise 2-28
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Disposing of Outdated or No Longer Needed Publications

Introduction When preparing to dispose of publications that are outdated or no longer
needed, you must first determine if the publications are authorized for return
to stock or if they should be disposed of locally.

Not Authorized Outdated or no longer needed publications are not authorized for return to
for Return to stock and will be disposed of locally if the following conditions apply:
Stock

* Obsolete or unserviceable.

* Letter-type directives.

* Publications that have changes incorporated in the basic manual.

* Publications that cost less than $50 (value is less than administrative cost
involved in returning to stock point).

* Publications not listed in the SL 1-2/1-3, except for current joint and other
service publications exceeding a value of $50. These should be reported to
CMC (ARDE) for determination of possible usage by other services.

Authorized for Publication in significant quantities; i.e., 10 or more copies are authorized for
Return return to the stock point if they are

* Currently published in the SL 1-3
* In "issue ready" condition
* Do not have changes inserted by other than the original printing process
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Updating the Internal Distribution List

Updating the After establishing the library, you must then request a copy of your unit's
IDL IDL from the S-1/Adjutant to review and update. Follow the directions in the

table below to make needed changes.

IF... THEN...

The quantities on hand do not match Simply line through with a pen and
the IDL's annotate the correct quantity.

You no longer require the publication Line through the quantity listed and
annotate a zero.

You require a publication but it is not Anmotate the PCN and quantity you
listed are maintaining.

Completing the Once you've completed the review and have made all required corrections,
IDL Update return the corrected IDL to the S-1/Adjutant.

Updating the PL It is the S-1/Adjutant's responsibility to update the PL with the distribution
center in Albany, GA. It is your responsibility to ensure the S-I/Adjutant is
made aware of the needed update.

Local SOP will dictate how to request the S-l/Adjutant to complete the
update.

Completing the It is an important part of your job to ensure the PL update has been
PL Update completed; follow up on your request.

The distribution center needs an accurate count of publications at each unit to
ensure the correct number of changes are sent for each publication on hand.
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Lesson 3 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 3 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 Select the publication(s) that may be returned to stock when outdated.

a. One in which you have implemented all of the changes
b. A letter-type directive
c. One that is issued ready and costs less than $50
d. A group of 20 issue ready publications

Item 2 Which staff section do you send the annotated copy of the IDL?

a. MMO
b. S-3
c. S-i/Adjutant
d. Supply

Item 3 What dictates how you will request an update to the PL from the
S-1/Adjutant?

a. NAVMC 10772
b. Local SOP
c. MCPDS Users Manual
d. Publication Control Form

Continued on next page
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The answers to the exercise items are shown below. If you have a question
about an item, refer to the page shown.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1 d 2-26

2 c 2-27

3 b 2-27

Lesson During this lesson, you've learned how to dispose of your outdated and
Summary unwanted publications and how to update the IDL and PL. Staying on top of

these tasks daily will ensure that your library is always up-to-date and that
you receive the changes and revisions you require.
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Study Unit 2 Summary

What You've In study unit 2, you've learned how to establish a publications library for your
Learned unit, to include

* Types of control methods
* Required forms
* Filing techniques
* Types of inventories
* Updating the IDL and PL

You are now ready to take charge and create a "Pubs" library for your unit.

What's Next You've completed the first hurdle of establishing allowance control. In study
unit 3, you'll cover the other functional areas of publications control. Do you
remember what they are?

* Internal Distribution
* Inventory Control
* Requisition Control
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STUDY UNIT 3

MAINTAINING YOUR LIBRARY

Overview

Scenario Picture yourself going into a public library looking for a particular book and
the books are just thrown all over the room. Where would you begin?
Perhaps the book is checked out. Who knows? Just as a public library must
be orderly and well maintained, so must your publications library.

Scope This study unit will help you better understand the importance of maintaining
an established library--daily. You have already used the allowance control
functional area to establish your library. Now you will learn how the other
three functional areas--internal distribution control, inventory control, and
requisition control are used to maintain your library.

In This Study The lessons in study unit 3 are listed in the table below.
Unit

Lessons Topics See Pages

1 Internal Distribution Control 3-2

2 Inventory Control 3-9

3 Requisition Control 3-22
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LESSON I

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION CONTROL
Overview

Introduction The functional area of internal distribution control will help you maintain
your library. Although it is important to establish an organized library, it will
not remain current if the unit's distribution control point doesn't know what
publications and directives you are working to maintain.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify the recommended procedure for an efficient internal distribution
system.

* Identify the intemal distribution document that is used to route new
publications within the unit.

* Identify the purpose of PLMS.

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 1 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

Efficient Internal Distribution 3-3

Publications Listing Management System (PLMS) 3-4

Lesson 1 Exercise 3-7
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Efficient Internal Distribution

What is Internal Internal distribution control consists of procedures which assign a chain of
Distribution responsibility and designate specific tasks involved in distributing
Control? publications. Intemal distribution control procedures identify how a

publication gets from the mail room, where it has arrived, through the Unit
Publication Control Point (UPCP), shop officer or section head, then to the
publications librarian, and finally to the shelf of the proper library.

Smooth The following procedures are set up according to the way publications are
Distribution received into the unit and are necessary for smooth distribution:

If publications are received... Then the...

By automatic distribution UPCP directs the distribution based upon
the internal distribution list (IDL).

In response to a requisition UPCP must update MCPDS to reflect the
on-hand quantities and locations.

By the requisitioner On-hand quantities on the inventory
control form(s) must be annotated and the
publication filed in the proper library
location.

Internal Remember, the IDL is a document published by the S-I/Adjutant that lists (in
Distribution PCN sequence) every publication maintained within the unit and the
Listing (IDL) quantities each section maintains.

Automating the If your unit is using the Publications Listing Management System (PLMS),
IDL you can create an IDL at the press of a button. The next section of this lesson

presents how this automated system can help you manage internal
distribution control.
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Publications Listing Management System (PLMS)

What is PLMS? The Publications Listing Management System (PLMS) is

* A logistics system intended to assist the heads of staff agencies and activity
commanders with establishing an effective internal publications
distribution and retrieval program

* Designed to ensure that all publications received and maintained are
essential and not duplicated

* Updated and distributed quarterly with the current editions of the SL
1-2/1-3

* NOT a part of the Marine Corps Publications Distribution System
(MCPDS)

* Designed to automate the allowance control and intemal distribution
control functional areas

Requesting The PLMS is available to all Marine Corps activities via the Source Library
PLMS System (SLS). The following is the procedure for requesting PLMS.

Steps Actions

1 Log on to the Banyan system.

2 Compose mail.
* Address to "SLS REQ@NET OPS@NOC

* As the subject, type: "SLS PROGRAM REQUEST
PLMSZIP.EXE"

3 As soon as you send your mail, you have requested PLMS.

4 You may receive a response within a few minutes, however,
expect it within a day or two.

Continued on next page
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Publications Listing Management System (PLMS), Continued

Receiving You must ensure that your reply mail contains "plmszip.exe" as an
PLMS attachment. This attachment is a compressed, executable (self-extracting)

"ZIP" file containing all the programs and software required to install and run
PLMS on your PC workstation. Once you receive your copy of PLMS, the
program must be downloaded to your PC. Shown below is an example of
what the reply looks like.

To: GYSGT DANIEL X. PHIAIR@OSD@MCI
Cc: Subject: SLS Program
File Send
From: SLS@USMC_MASTERNET@Servers Attach: plmszip.exe
Date: Wednesday, January 22, 1997 15:53:01 EST

File Edit Search Special

Downloading To download the program to your PC, perforn the following:
PLMS

Steps Actions

1 While the response message is still on the screen, press "F 10."

2 Use the down-arrow to highlight/select File and press the
"ENTER."

3 Use the down-arrow to highlight/select Disc File and press
"ENTER."

4 Press the "ESC" key for the store message screen.

5 Type in the full DOS path of where you want the file written
(example: C:\PUBS\PLMSZIP.EXE) and then press "ENTER."

Continued on next page
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Publications Listing Management System (PLMS), Continued

PUBS The directory you designate must exist on the hard disk or you will receive
Directory an error message from Banyan stating "Unable to create file." So, ensure

the path you enter is correct. Furthermore, it is recommended that you use
the directory PUBS. This is the default directory name written into the
PLMS software.

Extracting Type only what appears in bold. Use the table below to assist you in
PLMS extraction of the files.

Steps Actions

1 At the DOS prompt (C:\>) type: CD\PUBS

2 Press "ENTER"

3 At the DOS prompt (C:\PUBS>) type: PLMSZIP

4 Press "ENTER"

READ.ME The READ.ME file will give you complete instructions to install the system
to your computer and to make diskettes to assist the rest of your command.
Use the table below to access the READ.ME file from the DOS prompt:

TO At the DOS prompt, type

Read the READ.ME file EDIT READ.ME

Print the READ.ME file PRINT READ.ME

PLMS User's The system will come with a brief users manual; there is a more detailed
Manual manual available through Albany (CG 876, Warehouse 1221, M/F Pubs,

MarCorps Logistics Base, 814 Radford Blvd, Albany, GA 31704-5050/DSN
567-5818/9). To get the UM-PLMS, simply order it via MCPDS. The PCN
is 18730000100. Remember all the screens can be found in the UM-PLMS.
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Lesson 3 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 3 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 Which procedure do you follow to handle publications received by automatic
distribution?

a. The UPCP directs the distribution based upon the internal distribution list
(IDL).

b. The UPCP must update MCPDS to reflect the on-hand quantities and
locations.

c. The requisitioner annotates the on-hand quantities on the inventory control
forn(s) and files them in the proper library location.

d. The UPCP must hold requisitions for at least 10 days and return
publications back to the S-i/Adjutant for action.

Item 2 What document is used to route publications from the mail room to the user's
library and is considered the internal distribution control document?

a. NAVMC 10772
b. Publication control form
c. IDL
d. PL

Continued on next page
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Lesson I Exercise, Continued

Item 3 What is PLMS designed to do?

a. Assist the heads of staff agencies with establishing effective internal
publications distributions

b. Create an IDL for publication
c. Alleviate system response time of MCPDS
d. Assign a chain of responsibility in getting a publication from the mail

room to the publications clerk

Solutions The following table provides the solutions to the exercise items on the
previous pages. If you have a queston about an exercise item, refer to the
page listed for each item.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1 a 3-3

2 c 3-3

3 a 3-4

Summary You are now the duty expert in internal distribution control. Now everyone
in your unit knows what you are maintaining on your IDL. So, as
publications and changes are received in the unit they will quickly and
efficiently find their way to you. But wait a minute--what about changes?
You have to know how to implement changes. This is all part of inventory
control, which is presented in the next lesson.
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LESSON 2

INVENTORY CONTROL

Overview

Introduction You must establish good inventory control to ensure your library stays up to
date and organized. Inventory control is accomplished by the use of a
publications checklist. Every command with publishing authority, to include
Headquarters Marine Corps, is required to publish a checklist.

Relevance To implement changes to your library, you must audit these checklists upon
receipt. This lesson presents everything you need to know about publications
checklists and incorporating changes to publications.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify the document that addresses the seven considerations of inventory
control.

* Identify when a command must publish a checklist.

* Identify when you must audit a higher headquarters checklist.

* Identify the procedure to use when making a pen change to text.

* Identify the procedure to use to annotate a change to the promulgation page
and cover.

* Enter a change on the record of changes page.

Continued on nextpage
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OVERVIEW, Continued

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 2 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages
Inventory Control 3-11
Publications Checklist 3-12
Auditing Higher Headquarters Checklists 3-14
Incorporating a Change 3-15

Lesson 2 Exercise 3-19
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Inventory Control

Definition Inventory control is a set of established procedures that ensure required
publications are on hand, current, and serviceable for daily tasks and
operational deployments. These written procedures are included in the
MMSOP, policy letters, or desktop procedures.

Considerations How are these procedures developed? In MCO 4790.2, MIMMS Field
Procedures Manual, inventory control procedures are outlined. Some of
these procedures must be addressed in the MMSOP. There are seven
considerations of inventory control that must be addressed in the MMSOP.
They are

* What libraries will be established and what are their locations?

* How will deployment and contingency libraries be identified and arranged
to support embarkation plans, shipboard operations, and operations ashore?

* What is the physical arrangement of the different types of publications
within the libraries?

* How and when are wall-to-wall and update inventories conducted?

* What forms and records will be used to manage the publications control
system and who must maintain these forms?

* How are library publications tracked and checked in and out on a daily
basis?

* How are changes entered on different types of publications, and how are
records updated to reflect new publications, new changes, or requisitions
that have been filled?

Publications One of the considerations deals directly with the formns and records used in
Checklist managing publications and inventory. The publications checklist is a

management tool you'll use to keep track of all your publications.
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Publications Checklist

Definition A publications checklist, usually referred to as just "checklist," is a listing of
all current publications, changes, and revisions, and includes a list of
publications that have been canceled since the last checklist was issued.

Authority Per Title 5 U.S.C. 552(a) (2) (C) and MCO P5215.1, all agencies
(headquarters and field commands) are required to publish checklists or
supplements on a quarterly basis. Headquarters, Marine Corps (HQMC), for
example, issues its checklists on 31 March, 30 June, 30 September, and 31
December.

Your To meet this quarterly requirement, your command may issue its checklist
Command's in one of the following ways.
Checldist

* You may issue a consolidated checklist each quarter or issue a consolidated
checklist with quarterly supplements. Quarterly supplements are
extensions of the consolidated checklist and are canceled when the
consolidated checklist cancels.

* The consolidated checklist may be issued once beginning in any calendar
quarter (March, June, September, December) with supplements issued in
the remaining quarters.

* If a consolidated checklist is issued and no new directives, changes,
revisions, or cancellations occurred during a quarter period, inform units of
this by sending a bulletin (MCBul). The bulletin will be inter-filed with
the basic consolidated checklist.

* Checklists will incorporate a cancellation contingency paragraph to reflect
the following: "Cancellation Contingency. This Bulletin is canceled upon
receipt of the next (consolidated checklist) or (checklist)."

Continued on next page
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Publications Checklist, Continued

Checklist To support your subordinate units, include the following in your checklist:
Items

* SSIC, consecutive number, and revision suffix letter.

* Original date of the basic directive. Do not show dates of changes.

* SSIC and date of only basic bulletins that have cancellation contingency
paragraphs. Bulletins with given cancellation dates will not be listed in
the checklist.

* Number or changes issued to an order.

* Security classification symbol (if any).

* Subject (may be abbreviated). Show an unclassified subject,
abbreviation, or acronym for a classified directive.

* Sponsor's organizational code (optional).

* Distribution code (s)/list (s)/IACs printed on the directive.

* A symbol to identify directives affected by mobilization.

An alphabetical index may be included, as required by the command.

Challenge Study the items on the example checklist and identify each one.

Continued on next page
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Auditing Higher Headquarters Checklists

HQMC HQMC publishes two checklists:
Checklists

* The NAVMC 2761
* The SL 1-2/1-3

These checklists are published on a quarterly basis and you should conduct
your update inventories upon receipt of them. These checklists will be in the
form of bulletins in the 5215 Series.

Conduct Update Upon receipt of the higher headquarters checklist, you will have to perform
Inventory an inventory of the directives that you are maintaining in your library.

Review the * To audit the checklist, review it for new publications that you may need,
Checklist and check for changes, revisions, and cancellations.

* Identify the directives you are maintaining.

* Physically check the directives in your library to ensure you have the
current edition and that all of the changes are incorporated.

* Remove all of the canceled directives and dispose of them according to
local policies and procedures.

Incorporate How do you incorporate changes to publications? Part of auditing a higher
Changes headquarters checklist is to incorporate changes. There are set procedures to

ensure that changes to publications are made correctly. Read on!
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Incorporating a Change

Purpose Incorporating changes into your library is often the most tedious part of
maintaining it. However, if you don't incorporate a change upon receipt of
the change, then the publication is not up-to-date. Changes are published to
both technical and nontechnical publications and may require you to file a
page change or make a pen change.

Procedure To incorporate a change to a publication, perform the following steps:

Steps Actions

1 Follow all of the directions on the promulgation page (see page
3-16), making the appropriate pen and/or page changes.

2 Annotate the change on the record of change page (see page
3-18).

3 Annotate on your publication control form that you have a
change.

4 File the change immediately following the signature page of the
basic publication.

Promulgation A promulgation page is a letter of transmittal informing users of the changes
Page to be incorporated. It is distributed to the same PCN as the publication so

that all authorized users of the publication are notified of the change.

Continued on next page
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Incorporating a Change, Continued

Example Below is an example of a promulgation page.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQuARTERS UNrrED STATE-S MARINE CORPS

2 NAVY ANNEX
WASHINGTOTC mDC 2S3CT75 MCO P4790.2C Ch 1

LPP-3
8 Dec 9-4.

MARINE CORPS ORDER P4790.2C Ch 1

From: Commandant of the Marine Corps
To: Distribution List

Subj: MIMMS FIELD PROCEDURES MANUAL

Encl: (1) New page inserts to MCO P4790.2C

1. 2PurDose. To transmit new page inserts to the basic Manual.

2. Action

a. Remove pages 1-9, 1-10, 1-13, 1-14, 2-15, 2-16, 3-3, 3-4,
3-9, 3-10, and 3-21 through 3-24 of the basic Manual and replace
with corresponding pages contained in the enclosure.

b. Remove pages D-1, D-2, D-7, and D-8 of appendix D and
replace with corresponding pages contained in the enclosure.

3. Summary of Chance. To redefine the medical and dental
exception, preventive maintenance checks and services
responsibility, the accurate source for equipment calibration
operational test code (OTC), and correct typographic errors.

4. Change Notation. Significant changes ijn the revised pages
for this Change are denoted by an arrow (IVY symbol.

5. Filinci Instructions. This Change transmittal page will be
filed immediately following the signature page of the basic
Manual.

6. Certification. Reviewed and approved this date.

J.1A.BRDA
DEPUYCHOFSTAFFFOR

DISTRIBUTION: PCN 102,06545101 DWAUAIIMAWLOGSM

Copy to: 7000110 (55)
7000176 (10)
6145005/7000144 (2)
8145001 (1)

3

DISTRIBUTION STATEMENT A: Approved for public release;
distribution is unlimited.

Continued on next page
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Incorporating a Change, Continued

Annotating the You must annotate that the basic order contains the change on the
Promulgation promulgation page and cover (if applicable). In the upper right-hand corner
Page of the page, you will find the short title. Simply pen in "w/ CH 1 " (if it is

change 1) behind the short title. An example is provided below with the
annotation, w/CH 1 marked in pen.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARIN CORPS

2 NAVY ANNEX
WASHINGTON, DC 20MO-1775

MCO P4790.2C L./cJ
LPP-3
19 Jul 94

MARINE CORPS ORDER P4790.2C W/ CX 1

Froms Commandant of the Marine Corps
To: Distribution List

Subi: MIMNS FIELD PROCEDURES MANUAL

Ref: (a) MCO P4790.1

Making A Pen If the promulgation page directs you to make a pen change to the text, you
Change To Text should do so in black ink. Use the table below for directions on making pen

changes.

If the change is to... Then... And then...

One word Draw a single line Initial the change, and
through the word and write CH 1 (if it is
pen in the new word. change 1) as close to the

An entire paragraph It will be neater if you change as possible.
make a copy of the (Use the margin to keep
change, cut the new it neat and legible.)
paragraph out of the
copy and tape it over the
old paragraph.

One or two sentences Use your own judgment
within a paragraph on which of the above

methods to use.

Continued on next page
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Incorporating A Change, Continued

Recording the Usually following the signature page or locator sheet, you will find the record
Change of changes page for nontechnical publications and some technical

publications.

Once you have completed all changes required, you will then record the
implemented change on the record of changes page. To do this simply fill in
the required information and sign it, certifying that you did implement the
change. A completed record of changes page is shown below.

MIMMS FIELD PROCEDURES MANUAL

RECORD OF CHANGES

log completed change action as indicated.

Change Date of Date Date Signature of Person
Number Change Received Entered Entering Change

Review Auditing higher headquarters checklists and incorporating changes to
publications constitute a large portion of inventory control. Review this
lesson material before completing the lesson exercise that follows.
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Lesson 2 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 7 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1
In what document are the seven considerations of inventory control
addressed?

a. MMSOP
b. Command checklist
c. Publication control forms
d. Promulgation page

Item 2 Every command that publishes directives is required to publish a checklist

a. annually
b. semi-annually
c. bi-annually
d. quarterly

Item 3 When should you audit higher headquarters checklist?

a. Annually
b. Semi-annually
c. Bi-annually
d. Upon receipt

Item 4 When making a pen change to an entire paragraph, you should_

a. blacken the entire paragraph out and write the new paragraph in the
margin of the page

b. place a single line through the old paragraph and squeeze the new
paragraph between the lines of the old

c. make a copy of the change and tape the new paragraph over the old
d. cross out the old paragraph and write very neatly, "See CHI"

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Item 5 To annotate the promulgation page, you should

a. write "w/CH 1 " next to the short title in the upper right-hand corner
b. cross out the short title and write in "CHI 1"
c. write in big bold letters across the top "THIS CONTAINS CHANGE 1"
d. cross out the last number of the PCN and make it " 1 "

Item 6 Where do you certify that you incorporated the change?

a. On the promulgation page
b. On the record of changes page
c. On the signature page
d. On the cover of the publication

Item 7 You have just completed incorporating change 1 to MCO P4790.2C. Use
the figure below to complete the record of change page.

MIMMS FIELD PROCEDURES MANUAL

RECORD OF CHANGES

Log completed change action as indicated.

Change Date of Date Date Signature of Person
Number Change Received Entered Entering Change

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The following table provides the answers to the lesson exercise items. If you
have any questions about this lesson exercise, refer to the page listed for each
item.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1 a 3-12

2 d 3-13

3 d 3-14

4 c 3-18

5 a 3-17

6 b 3-18

7 *See figure below 3-18

*Your record of changes page should look like this.

MIMMS FIELD PROCEDURES MANUAL

RECORD OF CHANGES

Log completed change action as indicated.

Change Date of Date Date Signature of Person
Number Change Received Entered Entering Change

L 9A2aE 922a 4<C8/ (-Z b

Summary Outstanding--another battle won on the war against publications control!
You have conquered inventory control and you understand how and when to
audit checklists, and how to incorporate changes.

Just as you sit back and revel in your victory, a mechanic breaks down the
door and drops on your desk a TM dripping with oil. It's no good to him
anymore because he can't read it! What are you going to do? How are you
going to get another one? The next lesson is requisition control, the final
functional area. It will provide you with the answers to these questions.
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LESSON 3

REQUISITION CONTROL

Overview

Introduction The final functional area in library maintenance is requisition control. A
technical manual covered with oil may not be legible; therefore, it will not
help the next mechanic who needs it to perform a mission. You have to
know how to order missing or destroyed publications and directives. To
requisition publications, a system called the Marine Corps Publication
Distribution System (MCPDS) will help you.

Relevance The purpose of this lesson is to

* Present the basics of requisition control
* Provide the technical information needed to gain access to MCPDS.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify the system used to requisition missing or destroyed publications.

* Identify the best way to determine publication shortages.

* Identify the meaning of a process date abbreviation.

In This lesson Topics in lesson 3 are listed in the table below:

Topics See Pages

Establishing Requisition Control 3-23

Marine Corps Publication Distribution System (MCPDS) 3-25

Lesson 3 Exercise 3-28
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Establishing Requisition Control

Definition The requisition control functional area consists of procedures to ensure that
publication shortages are properly identified and that publications are
promptly obtained. This functional area also provides procedures to update
pending requisitions in a timely fashion.

Identifying You can identify publications' shortages by performing an inventory, as
Shortages discussed earlier. Remember, the best way to identify shortages is a

wall-to-wall or update inventory. The wall-to-wall inventory will take more
time, but is more accurate than an update inventory.

Using your A visual inspection of the "No. Rated on the PL" and "Publications On
Publication Hand" on your publication control form is a good way to begin the
Control Form requisition process. Accurately documenting the status of publications in

your library is paramount.

Requisitioning Once you have identified publication shortages (by performing inventories),
the missing/destroyed publications will have to be ordered. If you are not
using the PLMS, you must write or type a list of the publications you require
and send it to the S-i/Adjutant. If you are using the PLMS, your list will
print out at the press of a button. Once again, the PLMS will save valuable
time.

The S-i/Adjutant will take your list and then access the Marine Corps
Publication Distribution System (MCPDS) to requisition your publications.
The S-1, using MCPDS, should provide you with a printout of the
publications that are in stock at Albany and the ones that are back ordered.

Monitoring It is your responsibility to aggressively monitor the "processed date" of your
Ordered publications. At P+45 (P=processed date; +45=plus 45 days), which means
Publications 45 days beyond the processed date, Albany considers the document closed,

even if you don't have your publications in hand. If your requisition has not
been received or located within 45 days, you need to have the past due
requisition canceled in MCPDS and reorder.

Continued on next page
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Establishing Requisition Control, Continued

Back Orders Back orders are reportedly good "forever," however 15 months should be the
longest any unit ever waits. In MCPDS, you may receive the status of two
other transactions, "Under Revision," and "Deleted." "Under Revision" can
be treated as a back order. "Deleted" means that the requested information is
contained in some other reference, which may require research by the
requester.

MCPDS Using MCPDS automates the requisitioning process and shortens turn-around
time immensely. MCPDS also has other uses and capabilities, as you will
find out. The next section of this lesson provides information about how you
can obtain approval for and gain access to MCPDS.
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Marine Corps Publication Distribution System (MCPDS)

What Is MCPDS is an on-line interactive system that facilitates the continuing
MCPDS? distribution of changes and revisions for basic publications held by a

command or activity that has been assigned an Individual Activity Code
(IAC).

What Does MCPDS provides the ability to order publications stocked at MCLB Albany,
It Do? Georgia; display PCN information; create backorders; and maintain internal

distribution location(s).

Capabilities The system provides the following capabilities:

* Modifications: you can modify pertinent information about your IAC.
* Correct your unit's mailing address.
* Report any authorized Navy personnel.
* Change the maintenance user identifications.

* Ordering/Listing: you can review/update continuing distribution of
changes.
* Enter PCNs and desired quantity.
* List all PCNs and Qty's within a selected TAMCN.
* List all PCNs for a given PCN-PREFIX.

* Other applications: you can order and report status of publications.
* Order publications from the stock point.
* Display a PCN and current quantity.
* Review transactions entered each day.
* Review publications processed and on back order.

Access To System access to public application is provided via MCDN at Quantico,
Computer Virginia. Access to the Quantico mainframe can only be provided by your
Mainframe local TASO, VCA, DCA, or ISMO, that is, whomever has a security account

and can build an Accessor's Identification (ACID) at Quantico.

Continued on nextpage
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Marine Corps Publications Distribution System (MCPDS),
Continued

Access Access "definitions" are required to get into the Quantico system. You must
Definitions request from a security account holder (such as the TASO, VCA, DCA, or

ISMO) that an ACID be created with the following definitions:

* PROFILE GO$ALL GO$ESF USER$
* NATURAL PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS
* ACID
* USER NAME
* DEFAULT APPLICATION - G&PUBSF (? IF USER REQUIRE

ACCESS TO MORE THAN ONE APPLICATION)

Requesting Changes to ACIDs must be submitted by letter indicating the "from" and "to"
Access ACID. Use the format below to request access to MCPDS from CMC

(ARDE) whether you are requesting via FAX or E-MAIL.

Organization Title:

IAC(s):

Primary user of the system

Name:

Rank/Grade:

ACID:

ELMS Address: (If available)

Alternate user of the system:

Name:

Continued on next page
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Marine Corps Publication Distribution System (MCPDS),
Continued

Classified and CMC Administration and Resource Management Division (ARDE),
Nonclassified Headquarters Marine Corps must be provided with the following informnation
Publications before initial access to MCPDS is granted.

IF YOU... THEN YOU MUST...

Require classified FAX a copy of a signed letter on your organization's
publications letterhead to DSN 224-1463, or commercial (703)

614-1463

Do not require E-MAIL the necessary information to
classified ELMS [GISDOZ:HQIHQMC]
publications

How To Log On Once you've received approval and ACID, use the following procedures to
log on to the system:

Steps Actions

1 Access the Quantico MENU

2 Enter your ACID and press TAB

3 Enter your PASSWORD and press ENTER

4 Select CICS and press ENTER

5 Select PRODUCTION NATURAL on the next MENU and press
ENTER

6 If the user is defined with default application of G$PUBSF, this
will provide automatic access to the PUBS application.

7 If the user is defined with a default application of a ?, the user
must press ENTER to display the menu of public applications and
select G&PUBSF

User's Manual There is a user's manual available from Albany for MCPDS. If your unit
does not have this publication, you may order it; the PCN is 187 300 000 00.
The user's manual will take you step-by-step, screen-by-screen, through the
system.
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Lesson 3 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 3 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 The system used to requisition publications is _

a. MCPDS
b. PLMS
c. SASSY
d. MCTFS

Item 2 Which of the following is the best way to determine publication
shortages?

a. Request an update from Albany
b. Conduct an inventory
c. Create a publication control form
d. Requisition new publications from MCPDS

Item 3 The term, P + 30, means

a. the publication is cancelled in 30 days.
b. 30 days after the publication date for release.
c. the publication was distributed 30 days ago.
d. 30 days after the process date for requisition.

Continued on next page
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The following table provides the answers to the lesson exercise items. If you
have questions, refer to the page listed for each item.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages
I a 3-23

2 b 3-23

3 d 3-23

Summary You've saved the day! Everyone is happy--the mechanic, your supervisor,
and most of all you! In this lesson, you've learned how to establish and
maintain requisition control and how to get access to MCPDS to help you
accomplish your mission.
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Study Unit 3 Summary

What You've In study unit 3, you've learned about the remaining three functional areas of
Learned publications control: internal distribution control, inventory control, and

requisition control. You are truly the duty expert in publications control.

What's Next Study unit 4, the final unit of this course, presents other duties and tasks you
may find yourself performing as a publications and directives clerk. You will
also learn how to handle Naval directives and publications.
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STUDY UNIT 4

MASTER FILES AND DIRECTIVES

Overview

Introduction You've learned in study unit 1 the S-l/Adjutant is ultimately responsible for
the unit's publication control system. As the master files and directives
clerk, sitting in the S-i/Adjutant section, you will find that managing
hundreds of directives can be a problem unless you have a good control
system in place.

Scope This study unit provides the information you need to support the entire unit
as the Unit Distribution Control Point (UDCP). You will learn to

* Maintain the Publication Listing (PL)
* Publish and maintain local directives
* Work 5215 bulletins
* Maintain Naval directives

In This Study The lessons in study unit 4 are listed in the table below.
Unit

Lessons Topics See Pages

1 Maintaining the Publications Listing (PL) 4-2

2 Maintaining the 5215 Bulletin 4-24

3 Maintaining Naval Directives 4-35
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LESSON I

MAINTAIN THE PUBLICATIONS LISTING (PL)

Overview

Introduction In the previous study unit, you learned how to use MCPDS. This lesson will
build on your knowledge of MCPDS for reviewing the Publication Listing
(PL) and working with files and directives. The pieces of the puzzle are
beginning to come together.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Identify the two types of reviews of the Publication Listing (PL).

* Sequence the five steps in establishing a Publication Listing (PL).

* Identify the time limit to make changes to the Publications Listing (PL) in
MCPDS.

* Identify the three elements of the directives review letter.

* Identify the three items that are required to approve command directives.

* Identify the proper filing procedure for maintaining directive review cards.

* Update the directive review card by making necessary entries.

* Identify the two types of reviews of command directives.

* Name the two references used for reviewing proposed command directives.

* Identify the corrective action to take when you receive a proposed directive
with errors.

* Identify the four steps for publishing command directives.

Continued on next page
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Overview, Continued

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 1 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

Reviewing the Publications Listing (PL) 4-4

Staffing Directive Review Letters 4-7

Completing Directive Review Cards 4-9

Reviewing Command Directives 4-12

Publishing Commnand Directives 4-15

Lesson 1 Exercise 4-17
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Reviewing the Publications Listing (PL)

Basic Each activity, or command, will have a basic PL initially established and
Publications loaded into MCPDS. This basic PL represents unique publications
Listing (PL) requirements for a particular command Individual Activity Code (JAC).

Two Types of There are two types of reviews of the PL for which you are responsible.
Reviews They are

• Initial--starting with the basic PL described above, staffing it within your
unit, and updating it.

* Periodic--a formal review of the PL, conducted quarterly.

The initial review process is described below.

Your Role In As a master files and directives clerk, you will gather input from each
the Initial unit/section by routing a copy of the initial PL to each section for annotation.
Review

* After each section annotates the copy, it is returned to you.

* You will send the additions and deletions to the S-1/Adjutant, update the
command's PL, and requisition the publications needed.

Sections/ Sections will review the PL and annotate which directives are mission-
Commodities' essential and the directives for which they have a need to know. Review and
Role approval is the responsibility of each section holding the material.

Continued on next page
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Reviewing the Publications Listing (PL), Continued

Initial Review This initial review will establish your command's PL. Use the five steps
from the table below to establish a Publications Listing (PL).

STEPS TASKS

1 Route the PL to all sections within the unit.

2 Ensure each section annotates the PL with the exact
number of each PCN it is maintaining.

3 Ensure the PL is returned within a timely manner, give
them a by-date.

4 Route the additions and the deletions to the
S-i/Adjutant.

5 Update/requisition publication via MCPDS, as required.

Periodic Review Conduct, at least quarterly, a periodic review of the PL with on-hand

directives when updates to the NAVMC 2761, SL 1-2/1-3, or PLMS are
received. The periodic review is a formal review and must be accomplished
to effectively manage a unit's PL.

Use the commnand's on-hand directives and compare them against the PL to
ensure that they match. If you find problems, notify the subordinate unit via
correspondence.

Changes to the When commodities or sections want to add or delete directives, the request
PL must be submitted to you in writing. Review the request and route it to the

S-i/Adjutant for approval/disapproval. If approved, you will make the
changes to the PL, and requisition the directives.

Continued on nextpage
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Reviewing the Publications Listing (PL), Continued

Corrections To You can make corrections to changes in the PL within 24 hours of the initial
Changes entry. After 24 hours, the changes are accepted and processed into the

command's or section's PL maintained in MCPDS.

Importance of Keep in mind the PL is a vital docunent in your library because it reflects the
the PL status of the library itself. Now that you know how to submit changes and

make corrections to the PL, you are ready to learn about all the other
directives and files you will work with. You will begin with how you will
staff review letters.
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Staffing Directive Review Lefters

Purpose As a master files and directives clerk assigned to a Distribution Control Point
(DCP), you are required to staff directive review letters. Your command's
sections are required to review the directives they use. Your job is to
coordinate these reviews by staffing directive review letters.

Three Elements When a directive is to be reviewed, you must be sure that the review letter
of Review contains the following three elements:
Letters

* An originator
* A return date to the DCP
* Instructions on how to conduct the review

Look at the sample directive review letter on the following page.

Submit Three After directives have been returned to you from staffing, you must submit
Items the directive to the S-i/Adjutant for concurrence and signature of approval.

When you submit directives for concurrence, always include the following
items:

* Review letter
* Directives review card
* Original command directive

Continued on nextpage
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Staffing Directive Review Letters, continued

Example The document below is a sample of a directive review letter.

(Oh- IOn MAolol T01:01

ecu, (DIolue Numbor) iDirloUv Tllo) | LrUlgloor. Cod) rI PubLi.Iod

Ref. C(E) MCO P621B.1F, The Marine Corps Dlrectives System par. 1004,1

1. The foUowing action Is requested in accordance with the reference:

r The subject directive originating from your sectlon, requires annual
review.You are reminded that when a dlroctive becomes nine years old, it
shall without exception, be either canceUed, revised and republished,
consolidated with a directlve of similar subject, or incorporated in a
manual-type dlrective.

r The subject directive, originating from your section, has been previously
reviewed.It is requested that you provide the current status of this
directive.The prqjected staffing date of the required change or revision is
past due.

2. Review must be completed and this form returned-endorsed toCYour Unit (DCP)
within five working days.

By direction

.FIRST ENDORSEMKENT Date:|

From
Th!(Youvr Unit) (DCP)

l.Returned. The subject directive has been reviewed and the following appUes:

= The directive is less than nine years old and ie eurrent is accurate.

r The directive is lees than nine years old and requires change(s).Required
change(s) attached or wiU be staffed for techrnLcal review by

Dote

r The directive is either outdated or over nine years old and the required
revision is attached or wiU be staffed for techrical review by

The directive Is less than nine years old and outdated but cannot be revised
at this time; awaiting directive from higher authority.(See remarks)

I The directive is no longer required and may be canceUed.

REM4RKS:

elsoaure or erleloaor

FOR USE BY Emrrvxs OoTRoL POINT

Reviewed and approved. 2 Reviewed and canceUed.

Challenge What are the three elements you must ensure are on the review letter?

That's right--an originator, a return date to the DCP, and instructions on how
to conduct the review.
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Completing Directive Review Cards

Directive Review Another task you are expected to do as a master files and directives clerk is to
Card maintain, file, and complete directive review cards. The purpose of a

directive review card is to keep track of when and how you have reviewed
directives.

Example The document below is a sample of a blank directive review card.

SHALL METAL TAD

| PENCIL |o| (if fll. box. |

DIRKETIVE NCI DIRseTIvE TITL ICR SHORT TITLES |I f 

rROML.OATEcD *RI4roULOATEO *Y arI*sTMIIJN j LARSIPICATSon

CD) T l) 6D __

Ule"L.-Ve H1VJOIA NAVM,IOO7H(REV 240) 1-16 4lon wIll b .dJ SN .O. CD 1 U/JlEA 515)

In annondanna nl hbI curtni .daIIIa Ml OCO PMOO.31 and MCOO P5215.l,lN dIr' cl- fa -nn slawa Ear n cIally. CTn' app'lcab'lIll.
and In aUta unfanca wilt anaing la and .sIh nLlnal and DaainiD - DMr.1 plka. by.

DIRECRVE DATE CANCELLED | CANCELLED BY REMAS SIDNAJTURE OF
NU_ UER REVIEWED _Lm. Z =so.a C REVIEWING OFFICER

_ - ® _.._____------- --_ -----_ ------_________azQ------__.______ ------

---------. ._______F_ IMIAIMI-IJ __________--___________________- ___________

Review__ Cards___ ensuring_ the____ card_ar_fied_n_nmercalseqenc . Sequene_ and_ ile_ th--------- __--------------------------------------------------------__-------
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cards---ing--------- t---- nt-- umber--------- nd-------- n-- equentially- wit

File irecive ou'llmainain asterdiretiverevie cars bycons Cutvoninte onumbers,ag
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Completing Directive Review Cards, Continued

Complete To complete a directive review card, refer to the table below for help.
Directive
Review Card Note: When completing the directive review card, type or pen in all items

except where indicated to use a pencil. Items penciled in are subject
to change.

BLOCKS INSTRUCTIONS

I Pencil in the consecutive point number's last four-digits of the Standard Subject
Identification Code (SSIC) of the directive.

2 Record subject of directive, or the abbreviated title.

3 Highlight the annual review month (month directive is originated, or last
modified) using colored metal tabs.

Note: Color in the block only if tabs are not available. Using tabs allows
flexibility when major modifications are made.

4 Pencil in date of directives.

5 Record the originator of the directive.

6 Record the unit's distribution of the directive.

7 Record the type of classification.

8 Record the current directive number, by consecutive point number.

9 Record date reviewed by promulgated authority in block 5.

10 If cancelled, record the date of cancellation.

11 If cancelled, record the authority for cancellation.

12 Record the purpose of the review (New, Revision, Annual, or Change).
13 Sign the card, if you are the reviewing officer.

14 Record the consecutive point number, same as block 1.

15 If cancelled, enter the date of cancellation.

16 Same as block 3.

Continued on next page
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Completing Directive Review Cards, Continued

Completed The figure below shows how a completed directive review card would look
Directive Review for the unit's Leave and Liberty Regulations. Pay special attention to the
Card cancelled and remark columns. Use them to assist you in reviewing future

directives and aid as a reference for other tasks.

I~~~~~~~~~~1 I I. Ia 1 A

_W*_wM0KCE "q..a. -II C CT - CAIVE TE _I -_ SNOSTIF

M v S p : i 9 _ .- - - - - - - - -c P 2 _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ , ; 7 8 - - - - - -_ ~ i z , C45''Iiiie.z_.c-v ti ~C4.4_ _________ .__ ___ ___IMy___ ____ I __h __ni. ._____ __iki _. __i _.1 __l.u I.u______ew __i Oai. m________________ __ __________

_ .I-I ------------ _-----DAT--

wsr.E VI on l I fL1erY4

4 tif tray-typs |
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Reviewing Command Directives

Two Types of There are two types of reviews to conduct for command directives:
Reviews

* Annual: Conducted once a year during the month the directive was
created or last updated.

* Special: Conducted when changes to technical information are made, and
when the references contained on the directive are changed.

References As a master files and directives clerk, you must do more than familiarize
yourself with the references used to review proposed directives. These
references are documents that govern your job's actions.

When reviewing command directives for format accuracy, you must use the
current editions of

* MCO P5215.1, Marine Corps Directives System
* NAVMC 10974, Directive Review Card

How to Review When reviewing Command directives, you must observe the format
Command established in the current edition of MCO P5215.1.
Directives

The table below displays a simple technique that you can use when reviewing
a command directive to ensure correct format. This method will make your
job much easier, because you will readily detect format errors.

Steps Actions

1 Locate a production machine that makes transparencies.

2 Reproduce an accurate copy of the command directive as a
transparency.

3 Use the transparency as an overlay on directives that are
submitted. You can readily see if margins are the correct size
and if headings are in the correct place.

Continued on next page
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Reviewing Command Directives, Continued

Examples of In Appendix A of this course, forms (Figures A-I through A- 19) from MCO
Proper Format P5215.1 are printed to show you the proper formats. Take the time to read

the examples since they provide you with not only the visual but the
instructions as well.

Background and File background and additional material that can be used in support of a
Additional command directive along with the OFFICIAL FILE COPY in the files for
Material reference. Use this material to support the command directive.

Make Changes As a master files and directives clerk, you are responsible for making
to Command changes to proposed command directives. Make a copy of the proposed
Directives command directive. Use a pen to correct the errors.

Note: Do not use a pen that will blend with the black print; instead use a
color, such as blue or green, that will quickly catch your eye.

Pen in the corrections on a copy of the proposed directive. Send the
corrected copy to the originator for review.

Challenge Who is responsible for making changes to the command directives?

The master files and directives clerk is responsible for making changes.
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Publishing Command Directives

Publish a You are also responsible for publishing command directives. You must
Command ensure that your published directives are
Directive

* Error free
* In proper format
* Suitable for production

Procedures To publish the directive, follow the steps below.

STEPS ACTIONS

1 Review before distributing.

2 Reproduce.

3 Distribute.

4 Complete the directive review card.

Reproduce and Once you have reviewed the directive and are sure that there are no errors,
Distribute you must reproduce enough copies to meet the following requirements:
Directive

* For all commands or sections on the distribution list
* To have on-hand in case additional needs arise
* For the official files
* For a master directive file copy

Continued on next page
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Publishing Command Directives, Continued

Cancelled It is important that you know how to detect cancelled command directives.
Directives Notice that command directives are superseded by directives with the next

consecutive point number and same subject.

Filing Cancelled When filing a command directive that has been cancelled, file the OFFICIAL
Directives FILE COPY in the unit's correspondence file by SSIC. Destroy cancelled

directives which are issued by higher headquarters.

Challenge What type of review is done when changes to technical information are made
and when the references contained on the directive are changed?

A special review is the correct response. (An annual review is conducted
once a year during the month the directive was created or last updated.)
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Lesson 1 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 11 below and check your response against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 Place the steps for establishing a PL in the correct sequence.

1. Route the additions and the deletions to the S-i/Adjutant.
2. Ensure the PL is returned by the due date.
3. Ensure each section annotates the PL with the exact number of each

PCN they are maintaining.
4. Update/requisition publication via MCPDS, as required.
5. Route the PL to all of the sections within the unit.

a. 5,3,2, 1,4
b. 1,2,3,4,5
c. 5, 1,3,2,4
d. 5,4,3,2, 1

Item 2 The two types of review for the PL are and.

a. quarterly/annually
b. initially/annually
c. initially/quarterly
d. initial/periodic

Item 3 How long do you have to correct the entered changes to the PL in MCPDS?

a. 8 hours
b. 24 hours
c. 12 hours
d. 48 hours

Continued on next page
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Lesson I Exercise, Continued

Item 4 The three elements you must ensure are in a directive review letter before
staffing are.. , ,

a. an originator; a return date to the DCP; and instructions on how to conduct
the review

b. the S-i/Adjutant's name; the date from the DCP; and instructions on how
to conduct the review

c. an originator; a return date to the S-I/Adjutant; and instructions on how to
conduct the review

d. the S-I/Adjutant's name; a return date to the DCP; and instructions on
how to complete the review letter

Item 5 What three items must you submit to the S-I/Adjutant to have a directive
approved?

a. Directives review card, supporting material, and corrected copy of the
command directive.

b. Supporting material, directive review card, and corrected copy of the
command directive.

c. Staff review letter, supporting material, and the original copy of the
command directive.

d. Staff review letter, directives review card, and the original copy of the
command directive.

Item 6 Directive Review Cards are maintained by using consecutive point numbers
and filed

a. in sequence using the highest point number first
b. in sequence using the lowest point number first
c. in alphabetical sequence using the subject
d. in sequence by SSIC lowest to highest regardless of point numbers

Continued on next page
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued

Item 7 On the directive review card provided below, update the card using the
following information:

* Change 2 published on 6 Jun 91.
* Change 3 published on 14 Dec 91.
* Annual review conducted on 15 Jan 93.
* The directive is promulgated by S-1.
* Distribution is A.
* The directive is unclassified.

PENCIL i (if fil- box

DIRECTIVE DIRECTIVE TErLs loRt SHORT T_LE3 _
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Lesson I Exercise, Continued

Item 8 What are the two types of reviews conducted on command directives?

a. Annual and special
b. Semi-annual and general
c. Bi-annual and special
d. Annual and general

Item 9 The two references used to ensure that a command directive is in the proper
format are and

a. MCO 5215.1, NAVMC 2761
b. MCO 5215.2, NAVMC 10974
c. MCBul 5215, NAVMC 10974
d. MCBul 5215, NAVMC 2761

Item 10 As a master files and directives clerk, you received a proposed directive that
has a few errors. You should

a. correct and print a new copy then send it to the originator
b. correct and print a new copy then send it to the S-l/Adjutant
c. use a pen to make the corrections and send it to the originator
d. use a pen to make the corrections and send it to the S-i/Adjutant

Continued on next page
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued

Item 11 The four steps in publishing a command directive are review before
distributing, reproduce, distribute, and

a. complete the directive review card
b. complete the review letter
c. file the master file copy
d. send out a change to the 5215
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Lesson I Exercise, Continued

Solutions The solutions to the exercise items are listed below. If you have a question
about an item, see the reference page shown.

Item numbers Answers Reference Pages
1 a 4-5

2 d 4-4

3 b 4-6

4 a 4-7

5 d 4-7

6 b 4-9

7 See figure on next page 4-10/11
8 a 4-12

9 b 4-12

10 c 4-14

11 a 4-15

Continued on next page
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Lesson 1 Exercise, Continued

Solution, The below figure provides the solution to exercise item (7).
exercise
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Continued on next page
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Lesson I Exercise, Continued

Lesson Summary In this lesson, you've learned how to

* Establish the PL
* Prepare and maintain a directives review card
* Staff a review letter
* Review and publish command directives
* File conmand directives and supporting materials

What's Next The next lesson will provide you with instructions on working a 5215
bulletin.
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LESSON 2

MAINTAINING THE 5215 BULLETIN

Overview

Introduction Managing directives is a big job. To successfully manage your command's
directives, you must track them in a comprehensive manner. Maintaining a
5215 bulletin helps you manage the directives. This lesson provides
instructions on maintaining, or "working" a 5215 bulletin.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* State the timeframe allowed to work a 5215 bulletin.

* Create a legend for a 5215 bulletin.

* Identify the steps to determine the directives your command rates.

* Work a 5215 bulletin.

* Identify the months that consolidated checklists must be published.

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 2 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

The 5215 Bulletin 4-25

Identify Directives Your Command Rates 4-27

Publish a Command Directive Checklist 4-30

Lesson 2 Exercise 4-31
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The 5215 Bulletin

Tracking Your Track your command's directives by securing the command's publications
Command's listing (PL), the 5215 bulletin, and the higher headquarters' 5215 bulletin.
Directives Use the PL and the 5215 bulletin's informnation to account for all directives

maintained by your unit's directive control point.

Example An example of a partial 5215 bulletin is shown below.

Numerical Checklist of Effective Directives

Column Title

Column Title

1 Standard Subject Identification Code (SSIC),
Consecutive Point Number, and revision
suffix letter.

2 Date of basic directive.

3 Number of changes issued to the directive.

4 Subject.

5 Distribution.

6 Marine Barracks sponsor's correspondence
Code.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1020.4M 18Apr91 1 Barracks Pressing Facilities A 1
1020.5A 13Aug90 1 Uniform Regulations and Grooming Standards A 9
1040.1L 31May90 Barracks Career Planning Program A 1
1050.1T 15Feb89 Leave and Liberty Regulations A 1
1080.1F 22Apr91 3 Morning Report A 1
1300.3K 13Jan92 Assignment of Additional buties A 6
1300.4A 25Jun90 1 Check In/Check Out Procedures A 1
1301.17 22Jul91 Assumption of Command A 1
1320.1G 17Dec90 Personnel Sponsorship Program A 1
1330.1E 12Dec91 White House NCO Program A 1
1400.2A 7May92 Promotion Initiations/Pinning on Stripes

and Blood Stripes A 6
P1510.11J 27Jan88 SOP for Training A 3
1560.lh 3Mar92 SOP for Off-duty Education A 3
1610.2G 18Sep91 2 Dishonored Personal Checks A 4
1610.8B l9Dec88 1 Performance Evaluation System A 1
1650.1E 2Dec87 Marine Corps Incentive Awards Program A 1

ENCLOSURE (1)

1

Continued on next page
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The 5215 Bulletin, Continued

Procedures When you receive a 5215 bulletin from higher headquarters, you must
"work" the bulletin within 30 days. Follow the steps listed below to "work"
your 5215.

Steps Actions

1 Stamp the date you received the bulletin on the front page.

2 Create a legend.

3 Identify and mark all the directives that are on hand, not related,
missing, and requisitioned but not received.

4 Requisition missing directives.

Create a Legend Once you receive the bulletin, you need to create a legend of symbols you'll

use to update the bulletin. Using the legend and marking the 5215 bulletin as

you work, will help indicate the actions to take.

Example The example legend below is recommended for use.

I ON HAND
NOT RATED

O MISSING
1& REQUISITIONED

3K REQUISITIONED
AND RECEIVED

Placement Once you create a legend, similar to the one above, place it on the front page
of the 5215 bulletin to use as a reference when you update the bulletin. Refer
to it as necessary.
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Identifying Directives Your Command Rates

Distribution As you receive directives from higher headquarters, you must determine if
your command rates them. For each directive you receive, locate the
distribution block and look for the distribution code.

Example The following is an example of a directive with DISTRIBUTION: A.
Distribution
Code on a 4. ACTION. Use enclosures (1) through (5) to determnine publications
Directive allowances in accordance with the reference.

5. Reserve Applicability. This Order is not applicable to the Marine
Corps Reserve.

C. D. DISTRIBUTION CODE
By direction

DISTRIBUTION: A

5605 Directive Use the originating command's 5605 directive enclosure (which identifies
who rates what) to determine if your command rates the directive you have
received. Match the distribution code of the directive with the 5605
directive.

Continued on next page
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Identifying Directives Your Command Rates, Continued

5605 Directive Below is an example of a unit's 5605.

BksO 5605.1B
16 Nov 92

Distribution Codes

A B
Copies Copies

Bks CO 1 A Company 1
Bks XO 1 B Company 1
Adjutant 1 HQSVC Company 1
Bks SgtMaj 1 MCI Company 1
S-3 1 Scty Company 1
S-4 1 U.S. Marine Band 1
Public Affairs Office 1 D&B Company 1
Command Clubs/MASD 1 Guard Detachment 1
Chaplain 1 S-1 1
Career Planner 1 Total 9
Legal 1
Guard Detachment 1
A Company 1
B Company 1
HqSvc Company 1
MCI Company 1
Scty Company 1
U.S. Marine Band 1
D&B Company 1
S-1 10

Total 29

ENCLOSURE (1)

Challenge Review the above sample 5605. Note the columns of distribution codes A
and B. Remember to match the distribution code of the directive with that
listed on the enclosed 5605 directive.

If the distribution code for the directive you just received is B, does the
Command Clubs/MASD rate a copy of this directive?

No. Command Clubs/MASD is not designated under Distribution Code B on
the 5605 directive. Review the table on the next page that summarizes this
procedure.

Continued on next page
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Identifying Directives Your Command Rates, Continued

Determine To determine the action you need to take, look at the originating command's
Distribution 5605 and use the table below.

IF YOUR THEN YOUR AND YOU SHOULD...
COMMAND'S CODE COMMAND...

is...

Listed in the Rates the directive File the directive
distribution section

NOT listed in the Does NOT rate the Return the directive to
distribution section directive the originating

command with
explanation

Review the 5215 As you review the 5215 bulletin, make sure you know what distribution
Bulletin codes your command is required to maintain.

Annotate the * Using the symbols you created in the legend, annotate, next to the directive
5215 Bulletin listed on the 5215. those directives that were added, deleted, missing and

requisitioned. Notice the symbols in the right-hand margin of the partially
"worked" bulletin below.

Match your on-hand directives against the listing of directives on the 5215
bulletin that you receive from higher headquarters.

Situation: Upon reviewing your command directives you are missing BksO 1020.5A and
1050, IT. You do not rate directives under distribution C. You have recently requisitioned,
but not received BksO 1300.4A and 1650.1E. All other directives are current, and on file in
your master directive file.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1020.4M 18Apr91 1 Barracks Pressing Facilities A 1'
1020.5A 13Aug90 I Uniform Regulations and Grooming standards A 9 0
1040.1L 31May90 Barracks Career Planning Program A lZ
lO50.1T 15Feb99 Leave and Liberty Regulations A 1 0
1080.1F 22Apr91 3 Morning Report B 1.-
1300.3K 13Jan92 Assignment of Additional Duties A 6 t
1300.4A 25Jun90 1 Check In/Check Out Procedures A 1M
1301.17 22Jul91 Assumption of Command A 1v'
1320.IG 17Dec90 Personnel Sponsorship Program A 1'
1330.1E 12Dec91 White House NCO Program C 1
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Publish a Command Directive Checklist

Consolidated Remember, each command is responsible for publishing and distributing a
Checklists consolidated checklist at least quarterly.

Consolidated checklists will be published and distributed each quarter during
March, June, September, and December.

Draft Checklist As a master files and directives clerk, it is important for you to know how to
publish those directives. First prepare a "draft" consolidated checklist in the
form of a 5215 bulletin. Include in your checklist the information provided
in the table below.

ITEMS DESCRIPTIONS

1 SSIC, consecutive number, and revision suffix letter
(Bulletins with given cancellation dates will not be listed.)

2 Original date of the basic directive

3 Number of changes issued to an order

4 Security classifications symbol (if classified)
5 Subject (may be abbreviated) shows unclassified subject,

abbreviations or acronym for a classified directive
6 Sponsor's organizational code (optional)

7 Distribution code(s)/list(s)/IAC(s) printed on the directive
8 A symbol to identify directives affected by mobilization

Final Checklist Review the official file copy of your command directives with the NAVMC
10974 against the draft 5215 bulletin. Make a note of all changes and then
prepare the new 5215 bulletin. Check the newly prepared 5215 bulletin again
to ensure that you have not made an error.
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Lesson 2 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 5 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 The timeframe allowed to work a 5215 bulletin is

a. 10 days
b. 20 days
c. 30 days
d. 40 days

Item 2 In the space provided, create a legend that you would place on the front page
of a 5215.

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Item 3 To determine if your comnmand rates a directive published from higher
headquarters, you should

a. locate the distribution code listed on the directive, then check the 5215 to
see if your conmmand is listed under that distribution code

b. locate the distribution code listed on the directive, then check the SL 1-3
to see if your command is listed under that distribution code

c. locate the distribution code listed on the directive, then check the
originating commands 5605 to see if your command is listed under that
distribution code

d. locate the distribution code listed on the directive, then check NAVMC
2761 to see if your command is listed under that distribution code

Item 4 Using the legend symbols you created in item 2 and the partial 5215 bulletin
below, "work" the 5215 bulletin from the situation described.

Situation: Upon reviewing your command directives you find that you are
missing BksO 1020.5A and 1050.1T. You do not rate directives under
distribution C. You have recently requisitioned, but not received BksO
1300.4A and 1650.1E. All other directives are current and on file in your
master directive file.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1020.4M 18Apr91 1 Barracks Pressing Facilities A 1
1020.5A 13Aug90 1 Uniform Regulations and Grooming Standards A 9
1040.1L 31May90 Barracks Career Planning Program A 1
1050.1T 15Feb89 Leave and Liberty Regulations A 1
1080.1F 22Apr91 3 Morning Report B 1
1300.3K 13Jan92 Assignment of Additional Duties A 6
1300.4A 25Jun90 1 Check In/Check Out Procedures A 1
1301.17 22Jul91 Assumption of Command A 1
1320.1G 17Dec90 Personnel Sponsorship Program A 1
1330.1E 12Dec91 White House NCO Program C 1
1400.2A 7May92 Promotion Initiations/Pinning on Stripes

and Blood Stripes B 6
P1510.1J 27Jan88 SOP for Training A 3
1560.lh 3Mar92 SOP for Off-duty Education C 3
1610.2G 18Sep91 2 Dishonored Personal Checks A 6
1610.8B 19Dec88 1 Performance Evaluation System C 1
1650.1E 2Dec87 Marine Corps IncentiVe Awards Program A 1

ENCLOSURE (2)
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Item 5 Consolidated checklists are published _

a. quarterly, during the months of January, April, July, and October
b. quarterly, during the months of February, May, August, and November
c. quarterly, during the months of March, June, September, and November
d. quarterly, with no specific month

Solutions The solutions to the exercise items are listed below. If you have a question
about an item, see the reference page shown.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1 c 4-26

Legend should look 4-26
similar to the one below

3 c 4-27

4 Refer to next page 4-26, 27

5 c 4-30

V ON HAND
NOT RATED

O MISSING
0E REQUISITIONED

% REQUISITIONED
AND RECEIVED

Continued on next page
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Lesson 2 Exercise, Continued

Solution to The solution to Item 4 is shown below. (The symbols you used to create the
Item 4 legend in Item 2 and used in Item 4 may be different from these.)

Situation: Upon reviewing your command directives you are missing BksO 1020.5A and
1050. IT. You do not rate directives under distribution C. You have recently requisitioned,
but not received BksO 1300.4A and 1650. IE. All other directives are current, and on file in
your master directive file.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1020.4M 18Apr91 1 Barracks Pressing Facilities A 1 2r
1020.5A 13Aug90 1 Uniform Regulations and Grooming Standards A 9 0
1040.1L 31May90 Barracks Career Planning Program A 1v-
1050.1T 15Feb89 Leave and Liberty Regulations A 1 0
1080.1F 22Apr91 3 Morning Report B 1v-
1300.3K 13Jan92 Assignment of Additional Duties A 6V_
1300.4A 25Jun90 1 Check In/Check Out Procedures A 1 &
1301.17 22Jul91 Assumption of Command A 1i1
1320.1G 17Dec90 Personnel Sponsorship Program A 1 
1330.1E 12Dec91 White House NCO Program C 1
1400.2A 7May92 Promotion Initiations/Pinning on Stripes

and Blood Stripes B 6w'
P1510.1J 27Jan88 SOP for Training A 3'
1560.lh 3Mar92 SOP for Off-duty Education C 3 -

1610.2G 18Sep91 2 Dishonored Personal Checks A 6 
1610.8B 19Dec88 1 Performance Evaluation System C 1 -

1650.1E 2Dec87 Marine Corps Incentive Awards Program A iq

ENCLOSURE (2)

Lesson Summary In this lesson, you've learned how to "work" a 5215 bulletin, how to create a
legend on a bulletin, and how to determine if a directive is rated. You also
learned how and when to prepare, publish, and distribute a directive's
checklist in the form of a 5215 bulletin. You have one more area you need to
be familiar with--Naval directives.
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LESSON 3

MAINTAINING NAVAL DIRECTIVES

Overview

Introduction Marine Corps is part of the Navy, so it stands to reason that in some cases
you will need to maintain Naval directives. In some cases your unit will not
be able to perform its mission without certain Naval directives.

In this lesson, you will learn about Naval directives, how to determine your
requirements, and how to establish and maintain a "must-hold" list.

Learning At the end of this lesson, you are expected to
Objectives

* Select the designator that identifies the Naval directives that commands
without Navy personnel assigned are required to hold.

* Identify the document that lists the Naval directives to be maintained.

* Identify the procedure to establish a "must-hold" list.

* Identify the sequence for interfiling Naval directives using the Navy
Department organization sequence.

* Select the correct location to enter changes to a Naval directive.

In This Lesson Topics in lesson 3 are listed in the table below.

Topics See Pages

Navy Transmittal Sheet 4-36

Standard Navy Distribution List (SNDL) 4-38

"Must Hold" List 4-39

Maintaining Naval Directives 4-40

Lesson 3 Exercise 4-42
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Navy Transmittal Sheet

Definition The Navy Transmittal Sheet is used by the Defense Automated Printing
Service (DAPS) to make initial distribution of Navy directives of general
information. The directives are distributed to the Standard Navy Distribution
List (SNDL), Parts 1 and 2 (less Marine Corps activities).

Addressees The directives are addressed to "All Ships and Stations" and "All Ships and
Stations (less Marine Corps field addressees not having Navy personnel
attached)."

The Defense Automated Printing Service uses SNDL Parts 1 and 2 address
labels (Navy only) to distribute Navy directives under the Navy Transmittal
Sheet.

The Commandant of the Marine Corps (Code ARDE) furnishes DAPS with
Marine Corps address labels to effect distribution of the "All Ships and
Stations" Navy directives to Marine Corps commands.

Distribution PCN 71000000000 is a fixed distribution which lists only Marine Corps
With Navy commands that have authorized T/O's for Navy personnel billets.
Personnel

This PCN is the sole source for distributing new, changes, and revisions of
Navy "All Ships and Stations" directives to Marine Corps commands;
therefore, it is essential that your PL reflect this PCN if you have Navy
personnel attached to your unit.

A command will not receive any changes or revisions to mission-essential
Navy directives it now holds or any new mission-essential Navy directives
distributed under this PCN if its Individual Activity Code (IAC) is not
resident on this PCN.

Continued on next page
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Navy Transmittal Sheet, Continued

Distribution PCN 71000000100 is a fixed distribution which lists only Marine Corps
Without Navy commands that do not have authorized T/O's for Navy personnel billets.
Personnel

This PCN distributes only the Naval directives that show both PCN's
(71000000000 and 71000000100) to commands that do not have authorized
T/O billets for Navy personnel.

This PCN is the sole source for distributing new and updates of Navy "All
Ships and Stations" directives to Marine Corps commands; therefore, your
PL must reflect this PCN if you do not have Navy personnel attached to your
unit.
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Standard Navy Distribution List (SNDL)

SNDL Part 1 This separate publication is entitled Standard Navy Distribution List, Part 1
(OPNAV P09B2- 107) Operating Forces of the Navy, Unified and Specified
Commands, U S. Elements of International Commands (yellow pages), and
includes Marine Corps Fleet Marine Force (FMF ground/air) organizations.

SNDL Part 2 This second part is also published separately and is entitled Standard Navy
Distribution List, Part 2, (OPNAV P09B2-105) Catalog of Naval Shore
Activities (white pages), and includes the regular establishment of Marine
Corps organizations (i.e., non-Fleet Marine Force).

SNDL Code A Marine Corps field command that accomplishes specific functions or
Assignments operations for the Navy Department organization (e.g., OPNAV,

NAVCOMPT, BUMED, etc.) or is at a particular echelon level, is assigned
an SNDL code.

The SNDL code assigned to a Marine Corps command enables the Navy
Department organizational manager to send operational-type directives to
that command.

Marine Corps When Marine Corps commands are not assigned SNDL codes, the Marine
Commands Not Corps organization or oversight authority cognizant of the subject matter
Assigned an establishes a list of IACs for distribution of the Naval directive (while in
SNDL Code draft), which are then assigned to a PCN.

The PCN distributions shown on Naval directives clarify applicability to
addressees and also indicate coordination and clearance by the Marine Corps'
oversight authority before released or signed by the Navy.
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"Must Hold" List

Establish a A "Must Hold" list is a command-issued directive that states what Navy
"Must Hold" directives the command is maintaining. To establish a "Must Hold" list, use
List the steps in the table below. Review all Navy directives on hand to

deternine if they are current and mission-essential.

Steps Actions

1 Update all PCN's assigned to Navy, Marine Corps, and Army
publications on your PL through MCPDS.

2 Use DPSINST 5215.1 series, Navy Consolidate Subject Index;
and DPSINST 5215.3 series, Standard Navy Distribution List
Consolidated Checklist, as applicable, and establish a "Must
Hold" list of Navy directives that are assigned only SNDL codes.

3 Establish procedures to review Naval directives, as changes,
revisions, and new directives are received to determine if they are
mission-essential and to manage the commands publications
requirements.

4 Hold only mission-essential Navy directives listed on the "Must
Hold" list and PL, unless appropriate higher authority publishes a
list of directives which must be held. Dispose of copies of Naval
directives that are not mission-essential.

5 Publish the command's "Must Hold" list.

Maintain the Commands are only required to hold mission-essential Naval directives.
"Must Hold" However, any that they hold must be listed on the "Must Hold" list. Higher
List headquarters may delegate the requirement for you to maintain certain Naval

directives--it must be added to the "Must Hold " list.

As you receive new Naval directives that are deemed mission-essential, you
must update your "Must Hold" list. At the same time, review all of your
Naval directives listed on the "Must Hold" list to determine if they are still
mission-essential. If not, then remove them from the library and delete them
from the list.
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Maintaining Naval Directives

Filing Naval Naval directives are filed in three-ring binders using the following
Directives procedures:

• Navy Instructions: File initially by the SSIC, next by the Navy
Department organization within the same SSIC, and last by the consecutive
point number within each Navy organization.

* Navy Notices: File notices immediately before instructions within the
same SSIC and Navy Department organization or file them separately in
three-ring binders, by SSIC or Navy Department organization. File notices
with latest date in front.

Navy The following shows the sequence of the Department of Navy organizations.
Department Use it as a guide when inter-filing Navy directives.
Organization
Sequence

1 SECNAV 11 NAVSECGRU

2 NAVCOMPT 12 NAVCOMTELCOM/NAVTEL

3 DPS/NPPS 13 SPAWAR/NAVELEX

4 OCPM 14 SPAWAR/NAVELEX

5 CHINFO 15 NAVFACENGCOM

6 JAG 16 NAVSUPSYSCOM

7 OCNR/ONR 17 NAVSEASYSCOM

8 OPNAV 18 NAVINTCOM

9 BUMED/NAVMEDCOM 19 CNET

10 BUPERS/NMPC

Continued on next page
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Maintaining Naval Directives, Continued

How Are A change transmittal is normally used to identify changes made to an
Changes Sent? instruction; or, under extenuating circumstances, a notice may be used.

Each transmittal describes the nature of the change(s) it transmits, and gives
directions for making them.

Some change transmittals do not become an integral part of the instruction
they modify.

Incorporating Entering changes into Naval directives is similar to entering them into
Changes Marine Corps publications, in that, you follow the directions on the

promulgation page.

However, Navy policy differs from the Marine Corps in the following ways:

* The placement of the change notation on Navy instructions and notices
(such as "CH-1," etc.,) will be entered in the upper right margin of the first
page of each directive changed (or on the record of changes sheet for a
publication-type instruction) to indicate changes were incorporated.

* Some change transmittals do not become an integral part of the instruction
they modify. Once you accomplish the change action and make the change
notation, the transmittal is destroyed, unlike Marine Corps changes.

Requisitioning Users may requisition directives that are listed in the SL 1-2/1-3. The
Naval Directives directives are assigned a PCN and ordered through MCPDS.

Any needed additional copies of directives, excluding notices, can be

requisitioned from the stockpoint(s) shown on the directive.

If you do not know the stockpoint, or are having difficulties obtaining a
directive, consult Part II of SECNAVINST 5215.1 C.
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Lesson 3 Exercise

Directions Complete items 1 through 5 below and check your responses against the
solutions at the end of the exercise.

Item 1 Which of the following identifies the Naval directives that commands
without Navy personnel are required to hold?

a. Only directives assigned IACs
b. Only directives assigned SNDL codes
c. All directives listed under PCN 7100000000
d. All directives listed under PCN 7100000100

Item 2 All Naval directives the command receives and maintains must be listed on

a. the IDL
b. the PL
c. the "Must Hold" list
d. directive review cards

Item 3 When you first establish your command's "Must Hold" list, include those
Naval directives that are

a. listed only on the IDL
b. listed only on the PL
c. assigned only SNDL codes
d. assigned only IAC codes

Continued on next page
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued

Item 4 Arrange the following Naval directives as they would be inter-filed by
organization sequence.

1. JAGINST 5800.7C
2. OPNAVINST 5100.23B
3. SECNAVINST 1640.9A
4. OPNAVINST 3150.28
5. NAVMED P-5099
6. SECNAVINST 5210.11D

a. 3,6,1,4,2,5
b. 5,2,4,1,6,3
c. 3,4,5,2,6,1
d. 1,6,2,5,4,3

Item 5 Change notations on Navy instructions and notices (such as "CH-1") are
entered on the first page of the directive in the

a. upper right hand margin
b. upper left hand margin
c. lower right hand margin
d. lower left hand margin

Continued on nextpage
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Lesson 3 Exercise, Continued

Solutions The solutions to the exercise items are listed below. If you have a question
about an item, see the reference page shown.

Item Numbers Answers Reference Pages

1 d 4-39

2 c 4-39

3 c 4-39

4 c 4-40

5 a 4-41

Summary During this lesson, you learned how to determnine the requirements for Naval
directives, how to establish and maintain a "Must Hold" list, and how to file
Naval directives and incorporate changes into a Naval directive.
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Study Unit 4 Summary

What You've In this study unit, you've learned all the tasks you'll perform as a master files
Learned and publications clerk. You've also been introduced to working with Naval

directives.

Congratulations! Now you're the duty expert in the Marine Corps Publications and Directives
System. Don't drop your defenses, though. Remember to maintain your
library on a daily basis so that it is efficient, accurate, and ready for your
fellow Marines to use.
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APPENDIX A

Formats of Command Directives

Appendix
This Appendix includes the forrnats of command directives, as explained in
study unit 4. Use the table below as a Table of Contents to find the particular
example you need.

FIGURES EXAMPLES OF

A-1 Bulletin with Cancellation

A-2 Bulletin with Cancellation--continued

A-3 Letter Type Order

A-4 Letter Type Order--continued

A-5 Cross Reference Sheet

A-6 Locator Sheet

A-7 Enclosure Listing Report

A-8 Paragraph Titles and Indentations

A-9 Upright Enclosure

A-10 Lengthwise Enclosure on a Page

A-1 I Listing of Effective Pages

A-12 Listing of Effective Pages--continued

A-13 Publications Locator Sheet

A-14 Record of Changes Page

A-15 Contents Page

A- 16 Reports Required Page

A-17 Chapter, Section, and Parts of Directives

A-18 Appendix

A-19 Index
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 5th line
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATKS MARINE CORPS

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20250 Canc frp: Sep 91
1
2 MCBul 5215
3 AREC
4 31 Aug 90
5
6

MARINE CORPS BULLETIN 5215 +--7th line

From: Commandant of the Marine Corps
To: Distribution List

Subj: FORMAT OF A BULLETIN WITH A CANCELLATION CONTINGENCY

Ref: (a) MCO P5215.lG
(b) MCBul 5215 of 30 Aug 90 (NOTAL)
(c) MCO 5600.45C
(d) NAVMC 2766, LMCA

Encl: (1) Subject of First Enclosure
(2) (SC) Show Exact Title of Enclosure Under Separate Cover

Report Required: Review of Publications (Report Control Symbol 3/4
MC-5600-OT), par. 5

inch hOR 

Review of Publications (Report Control Symbol
EXEMPT)

OR

Reports Required: See enclosure (4) (This section looks like
this when there are more than four reports.)

OR

Reports Required: I. Review of Publications (Report Control Symbol
MC-5600-OT), par. 5

II. Special Directives (Report Control Symbol
MC-5215-OT), pars. 9 and 10, encl. (2)

1. Purpose. To show the format of a bulletin with a cancellation
contingency, per reference (a).

2. Cancellation. (Identify directives being canceled, if any.)

3. Background. Bulletins have the same force and effect as orders,
transmit information, require action, request one-time reports, and
are for a short term (12 months from issue date -- not permitted to
stay in effect any longer (par. 1101.7).

NOTE: Allow 1-inch space from last line of text to bottom edge of
paper; do not number the letterhead page.

Fig A-1. Bulletin with Cancellation.
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4

MCBul 5215 4 - - - - - - - - - 5th line
31 Aug 89

4. Action

a. Show the cancellation date inside the upper right margin on
the first page, on the second line above the SSIC. If the cancel-
lation date is for record purposes, with a contingency provision,
abbreviate the mohth (cancels last day), and use last two digits of
the year; e.g., "Canc frp: Sep 91." Include as last paragraph
headed, NCancellation Contingency" and state the contingency but do
not repeat the cancellation date.

b. If the bulletin is canceled on a given date, with no contin-
gency, prefix the cancellation date; e.g., Canc: Sep 91. Self-
cancellation paragraphs are no longer required.

c. Use "(NOTAL)" after a reference (reference (b)) when it is
not held by all units.

d. Use 7- by 9 1/2-inch length for the text; page number not
included.

e. Type letter-size directives on 8 1/2- by 11-inch paper, book
style, punched for loose filing in three-ring binders. (Also, see
paragraph 1209.1.)

a- 1/2
f. Show enclosure (1) in the "Encl:" section when printed and

- distributed with the transmitting bulletin. Show a separate cove]
enclosure (enclosure (2)) when it is either printed/distributed

inch along with a bulletin but does not show the SSIC and date on the inch
front page. A separate cover enclosure can be mailed with the
transmitting bulletin and mailed separately.

g. Reference a bulletin (reference (b)) only when it self-
cancels on the same day or later than the proposal.

h. Follow the format guides in this figure and reference (a).

i. Use reference (c) or (d) to develop your distribution codes.

5. Reserve Applicability. This Bulletin (is/is not) applicable to
the Marine Corps Reserve. (See paragraph 2002.9.)

6. Cancellation Contingency. This Bulletin is canceled when
incorporated in reference (a). (See paragraph 2001.la.)

1
2
3
4
5th line - - - PRINCIPAL'S NAME

1
DISTRIBUTION: A 4 - - - - - - - - - 2d line

Copy to: 8145001

2

NOTE: Allow 1-inch space from last line of text to bottom edge of
paper. On additional pages, type the page number on the
second line below the last line of text.

Fig A-2. Bulletin with Cancellation, continued.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
HEADQUARTERD UNITED ETATES MARINE CORPS Canc: Dec 93

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20310

NCO 10000.1
AREC
31 Aug 90

MARINE CORPS ORDER 10000.1

From: Commandant of the Marine Corps
To: Distribution List

Subj: FORMAT OF AN ORDER

Ref: (a) MCO P5215.1G
(b) MCO 5215.2 (NOTAL)
(c) MCO 5600.45B
(d] NAVMC 2766, LMCA

Encl: (1) (SC) Xx Xxxxxx Xxxx
(2) DoDDir. 1234.1 of 19 Jul 89
(3) Reports Required
(4) MCO 5211 (Cross-Reference Sheet)
(5) LOCATOR SHEET

Reports Required: See enclosure (3)

1. Purpose. To show the format of an order per reference (a).

2. Cancellation. (Identify directives being canceled, if any.)

3. Background. Orders are of a continuing authority, permanent
reference, require action, furnish information, and request con-
tinuing reports.

4. Effective Date. 1 October 1990. (See paragraph 2002.4.)

5. Information

a. Orders are prepared as shown in this figure and per
reference (a).

b. "(NOTAL)" is shown after a reference (reference (b)) when
it is not held by all units.

c. Enclosure (1) shows how a separate cover enclosure is shown
in this section. A separate cover enclosure is normally distributed
at a different time than the order or does not show the SSIC of the
order. Enclosure (2), a preprinted document, is printed and mailed
with an order. The SSIC, date, and enclosure number of the order is
only typed on the front page. Enclosure (3) lists five reports.

Fig A-3. Letter Type Order.
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MCO 10000.1
31 Aug 90

d. Reference (c) or [d), or both, can be used to develop
distribution codes/lists.

6. Action. Follow the format guides in reference (a) and this
figure.

7. Mobilization. (See paragraph 2002.7.)

8. Fiscal Instructions. (See paragraph 2002.8.)

9. Reserve Applicabilitv. (See paragraphs 2002.9 to 9c.)

SIGNER'S NAME
Assistant Commandant
of the Marine Corps

DISTRIBUTION: L5/L10 plus 7000

Copy to: 8145001

2

Fig A-4. Letter Type Order, continued.
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4A
5th line - - S* 5211

31 Aug 90
1
2

CROSS-REFERENCE SHEET 9 - - - 3d line
1
2
3

Subj: FORMAT OF AN ORDER 4th line
1
2
3

See: MCO 10000.1 4th line

* 1. Type the alternate SSIC and date of the order in this
position, but do not assign it a consecutive number.
(Also, see paragraph 2001.8f.J

2. Do not show a classified subject; use an unclassified short
title, if one, or type "SECRET" or "CONFIDENTIAL."

3. Type the SSIC of the order cross-referenced on the "See:"
line, as shown above.

4. Show the enclosure number at bottom of page, like this one,
but do not number this sheet.

5. File this sheet the same as a bulletin; file it under the
SSIC and in date sequence shown at top of this sheet.

ENCLOSURE (4)

Fig A-5. Cross Reference Sheet.
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1 TOP EDGE OF PAPER
2
3
4
5th line - - - - * MCO 10000.1

31 Aug 90
1
2

LOCATOR SHEET- 3d line
1
2
3

Subj: FORMAT OF AN ORDER 4th line
1
2
3

Location: 4th line
(Indicate location(s) of copy(ies) of this Order.)

* 1. Type the order number in this position. Include the security
classification if classified. Do not prepare locator sheets
for bulletins.

2. Do not show a classified subject; use an unclassified short
title, if one, or type "SECRET" or "CONFIDENTIAL," as
applicable.

3. Show the enclosure number, but do not type a page number on
this sheet.

4. File the locator sheet by the order number shown at top of
this sheet.

5. The locator sheet may be used to show your internal
distribution, directives canceled by the order, or other
related requirements.

6. The locator sheet is not used in place of "charge out"
cards.

7. For uniformity throughout directives systems, keep the
format for the locator sheet the same as shown here.

ENCLOSURE (5)

Fig A-6. Locator Sheet.
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1 TOP EDGE OF PA±xa
2
3

5th line. - - - -MCO 10000.1
31 Aug 90

1
2

REPORTS REQUIRED 9 - - - - 3d line
1
2

REPORT *- -3d line
REPORT TITLE CONTROL SYMBOL PARAGRAPH

I. Xxxx Xxxxx Xxx MC-5600-01 6b(2)(a)

II. Xxxxx Xxxxx xx MC-5215-02 7c

III. Xxxxx Xxxx xx Xxxx EXEMPT 9g(5)
Xxxxxxx

IV. Xxxx Xxxxxxx Xxxxx MC-5215-03 encl. (1)

V. Xxx Xxxxx Xxxx MC-5800-01 encl. (2)

1. Identify this enclosure the same as any other enclosure.

2. Capitalize the first letter of all key words in the report
title.

3. Use Roman numerals to number each report. List the report in
the sequence by the paragraphs numbers in which they first
appear in the basic directive.

4. Cite the paragraph number where the report control symbol is
located in the basic directive.

5. Follow the format of this figure when there are five or more
reports to be listed in an enclosure.

ENCLOSURE (3)

1

Fig A-7. Enclosure Listing Report.
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INDENTATION OF SUBPARAGRAPHS

1. Follow the examples below to indent subparagraphs. Do not put a
period after a title standing alone. Leave two spaces after a para-
graph number/letter that has a period; one space after a subparagraph
number/letter that does not. Do not underline punctuation at end of
a paragraph title. Subparagraph titles may be used where needed.

2. When a major paragraph or a subdivision is designated by a two-
character number, idn h etoeadtoaopta
sinTle-numbered paXrXaX X XraXXl. FoX loX w the exampXle belaw:

10. Title. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

a. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

(1) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

(a) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

* 1 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

* a XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

* Rarely use these subparagraphs. Reparagraph instead of using
more subdivisions.

EXAMPLES OF PARAGRAPH TITLES

1. Major Paraqraph Title That Stands Alone

2. Ma or Paraqraph Title Followed by Text. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X XX XX XXXXXXXXXXxxxxxxXXxxxxxXxxxxxXxXXXXXXXX.

3. Major ragraph T that has More thn e ne St
Alone Such a Thi One

With proper indentation, use same form (item 3) for any
subparagraph title that stands alone.

4. ,Majo Pr:;.raPh Title that a oeta n TA.in wit-h v
"g.Pa XxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxoXXwXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxXXX.

xXXxxxxxxxxxxXxxXxxxxxxxXxxxxxXXxxXxxXXxxxXxxxxXXXxxxXXxXXxxXXXX.

a. First Subparagraph Title that Stands Alone

b. First Subparagraph Title with Text. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXAAXXXXXAAXJAAAAXXXXXXXXXAXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

(1) Second Subparagraph Title that Stands Alone

(2) Second Subparagraph Title with Text. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
xXXXxxxXXXxxxxxxXXXXXXXxXxXXxXXXxxxxxxXxXXXXxxXXxXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.

(a) Third Subparagraph Title that Stands Alone

(b) Third Subparagraph Title with Text. XXXXXXXXXXXXX
XxxXXXxxxxXXXxXXXxXXXXXXXXxxxXXXXXXXXxxXXXxXXXXXxXXXXXXXXXXXX.

Fig A-8. Paragraph Titles and Indentations.
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4
5 - - - MCO 10000.1

31 Auc 90
1
2

FLOW OF LABOR COSTS - - - - 3

WORK CENTER COMPTROLLER DATA PROCESSING
MOTOR TRANSPORT (COST CENTER) INSTALLATION

1. Prepare. list of
1 week's supply of
labor job timecards.
Prepunches details.

2. Forwards cards to
cost center.

FILE ACrION <

4. Mechanic assigned 3. Mechanic punches
work. Takes Vehicle timecard as he
Repair Order to cost reports to work.
center.

[9IIN FE], ACTION
5. Cost clerk gives time.
card to mechanic to
stamp start of job. Check 2/2

inch Vehicle Repair Order.
Returns first copy of inch
order to mechanic who
returns to job.

6. Mechanic finish
the job. Fills in
required information.
Returns card to cost
center. \ 

7. Cost clerk responsible
for correct information
on card.

S. Cost center forwards
timecards as scheduled ACrION
to DPI. 51S

DPI kceypunches in-
ormation and makes
equired listings for
ost center and Civil-
an Payroll Section.

ENCLOSURE (4)

Fig A-9. Upright Enclosure.
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Fig A-10. Lengthwise Enclosure.
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2
3
4

5th line - - - #HCO P5000.61 Ch 2
23 Apr 91

(iVuIO ol t - - - - - - - 3d line

2
LIST or ceFzcTivE PAGzs ¢- - - 3d linI

L. The follio.n is a List *E pg.. in fefect efter insertion o -his Chang.. Missing p.qge
*hould be obtained by requliLtioning th. b.aie Menuel and/or pertinent Change(s) in A.crda.n.
.iLt3 MCO P5600.31!.

HC0g Chtl 6 Pse C . C Pa.. Ch
31 Aug9 30

0 2-10 3 2-42 0 2-74 0

2 0 2-LI 0 2-43 0 2-75 0

3 1 2-L2 0 Z-44 75 2-76 0

5 2 2-13 0 2-45 '0 2-77 1

7 3 2-14 0 2-46 0 2-79 0

L 0 2-15 0 2-47 0 2-79 2

liI 0 2-1 0 2-48 n 2-40 2

0 2-11 0 2-49 a 2-61 I

iLL 0 2-11 2 2-50 '5 2-82 1

Lx 0 2-L9 0 2-51 '5 2-92a 1

xi 0 12-20 0 2-52 0 2-02b I

0 12-2L 0 2-53 n 2-83 0

1_ 0 12-22 a 2-54 0 12-84 1

1-3 0 2-23 0 2-55 0 2-85 3

1-4 0 2-24 0 2-56 1 2-86 0

1-5 0 2-25 0 2-57 0 2-a7 0

1-6 0 2-26 0 2-50 0 T2-o3 0

1-7 0 2-27 0 2-59 0 2-89 0

1-6 0 2-20 0 2-60 0 2-90 0

1-9 0 2-29 o 2-61 1 2-91 0

1-10 0 2-30 2-e2 07 2-92 0

I_11 0 2-3L 0 2-73 0 2-93 0

1-12 0 2-32 0 2-64 o 2-94 n

L1_l 0 2-33 0 2-65 0 2-95 0

L-L4 0 2-34 0 2-e6 a 2-gs 0

1-15 1 2-33 0 2-67 0 2-97 o

2-1 L 2-36 0 2-6e o 2-9e 0

2-3 0 2-37 1 2-69 0 2-99 0

2-5 0 2-35 0 2-70 0 2-100 o

3-7 1 2-39 0 2-71 0 2-101 0

12-0 I 12-40 0 2-72 0 2-102 0

12-9 3 12-41 1 2-73 0 2-103 0

ENCLCSUOLE (2)

Fig A-Il. Listing of Effective Pages.
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OCO P500.61 Ch 2
23 Apr 91

(RUNNING flAW

Pag. Ch P-.q Ch Pa.q Ch Pa7. Ch

2-104 0 11-24 3 11-60 2 11-95 3

2-105 0 11-25 2 11-63 0 11-96 0

2-106 0 I1-26 3 11-64 0 11-97 0

2-107 1 11-27 3 11-65 0 11-98 0

3-! 0 11-25 3 11-66 0 11-99 0

3-3 3 11-29 3 11-67 0 11-100 0

3-4 3 11-30 3 11-65 0 11-101 0

10-1 0 11-31 0 11-69 0 11-103 0

10-3 0 11-33 0 11-70 0 11-104 0

10-4 0 11-34 2 11-71 0 11-105 0

10-5 2 11-35 0 11-72 0 11-106 0

10-6 0 11-36 0 11-73 0 11-107 0

10-7 0 11-37 0 11-74 0 11-LO 0

10-B 1 11-20 0 j11-75 0 11-109 0

LI-1 0 11-39 2 11-76 0 11-110 a

11-2 1 11-40 2 111-77 0 11-111 0

11-2 0 11-41 2 111-70 0 11-112 0

11-5 0 11-42 0 11-79 0 111113 0

11-7 1 11-43 0 L1-0o 0 11-114 0

11-B 1 11-44 0 11-aL 0 111-11 1

11-9 3 11-45 0 11-62 0 11-LIs 1

11-:0 1 11-46 0 11-83 0 II-17 I

11-ll 3 11-47 0 11-64 0 1 1 -1 1 9 0

L1-12 3 11-48 0 11-65 2 1l-l19 1

11-13 1 11-49 0 11-06 2 11121 0

II-iS 0 11-50 0 11-67 2- 11-L22 2

11-16 0 11-51 2 11-60 2 11-123 0

1-17 0 11-53 2 11-69 2 11-124 1

11-16 0 11-54 2 11-90 2 11-125 2

LL-19 0 11-55 2 I-S90. 2 11-126 1

11-20 0 11-56 2 11-91 3 11-127 0

11-21 0 11-57 2 11-S2 3 1l-126 0

11-22 0 11-06 2 11-93 3 11-129 0

11-23 0 11-59 2 11-94 3 11-131 0

fICLOSUPE '2)

Fig A-12. Listing of Effective Pages, continued.
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4
5th line - - - MCO P5000.61

31 Aug 90
1
2

LOCATOR SHEET 3
1
2
3

Subj: 4th line
1
2
3

Location: 4th line
(Indicate location(s) of copy(ies) of this Manual.)

1. Type the SSIC and date at the upper right corner as shown here.

2. File this sheet like an order in the master directives file.

3. If a joint military service directive is received without a
locator sheet and will be filed elsewhere. repnare two. if needed,
file one in the master directives file and the other in the Navy
directives file.

4. Prepare a locator sheet for classified manual-tVpe directives.
Do not show a classified subject; use an unclassified short title,
if one, or type "SECRET" OR "CONFIDENTIAL."

5. The locator sheet is not used in place of "charge out" cards

6. The locator sheet may be used to show your internal distribution,
directives canceled by the manual, or other related requirements.

ENCLOSURE (1)

Fig A-13. Publications Locator Sheet.
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4

(RUNNING HEAD) * - - - 5th line

2
RECORD OF CHANGES4- -3d line

2
Log completed change actidn as indicated.* -- - - 3d line

1
2
3d line

Change Date ot Date Signature of Person
Number Change Entered Incorporated Change
1
2 line spaces
3

1. Type the 'running head" on this page. (See par. 3002.)

2. Type the text in the same style as shown here.

3. Number this page with the lowercase Roman numeral "i" as shown
here. (See par. 3005.)

4. Use the 10 lines to record only the changes. If an erratum is
issued, record it below the 10th line.

i

Fig A-14. Record of Changes Page.
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4

(RUNNING HEAD)4 -- - - 5th line
1
2

CONTENTS4--- 3d line
1

CHAPTER 4 - - - - - -2 - 3d lin

REPORTS REQUIRED (IF ONE)

INTRODUCTION (IF ONE)

1 XXXXX XXXXX XXXX XX XXXXXXX XXX X XXOXXXX

2 XXXXX XXXX XX XXXX XX XXX XXXXXXXXXXX

3 XXX XXXXXXX XX XXXXXX XX XXXXX XX
XXXXXXXXXXX XXXX XXX

4 XXX XXXXXX XXXXXXX XX XXXXX 2XXXX

5 XXXX XXXXX XX XXXXXX XXX
1
2

APPENDIX4 - - - - - - - 3d line

A XX XXXXXXX XXXXX XXX

B XXXXXXX XXXX XX XXX XXXXXXX XXXX XXX
XXXXX XXX XX XXXXXXX

1
2

INDEX4 - - - - - - - - 3d line

1. Show a "running head" at top of the overall contents page.

2. All words are typed in all capital letters.

3. Do not show page numbers of chapters.

4. Sections, parts, figures, and tables are not listed on the
contents page.

5. Number this page with the lowercase Roman numeral "iii" as
shown here.

6. Follow this format when preparing an overall contents page
for a manual.

Fig A- 15. Contents Page.
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TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4

(RUNNING HEAD)$ -_ _ 5th line

2
REPORTS REQUIRED 4-- 3d line

2
REPORT4 -- 3d line

REPORT TITLE CONTROL SYMBOL PARAGRAPH

I. Xxxxx Xxxx Xxx MC-5215-01 1234.5a

II. Xxx Xxxxxx Xxxx Xxxx MC-5215-02 2345.2a(1)

III. Xxxxxx Xxx Xxxxxxxxxx MC-5600-01 3456.lb
Xxxxxx Xxx

IV. Xxxxxxxx xx Xxxx Xxxxx MC-5215-03 4567.5

V. Xxxx xx Xxxxxxx Xxxxx MC-5600-02 5000.3

1. Type a "running head" on this page.

2. Use initial capital letters for major words in the report title.

3. Type all Roman numerals in capital letters and block as shown in
this figure.

4. Cite the reports in the sequence in which they first appear in the
manual.

5. Number this page with the lowercase Roman numeral "v" at bottom
right corner.

6. Follow the format shown here when preparing a Reports Required
page.

v

Fig A-16. Reports Required Page.
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TOP EDGE OF Ara±tz A
2
3
4

(RUNNING HEAD) - - 5th line
1
2

CHAPTER 3 $ - - - - 3d line

TITLE OF THE CHAPTER $ - 5th line
6
7

3000. MAJOR PARAGRAPH BEGINS. This shows the position of the heading
on the title page of a chapter (first page with text).

TOP EDGE OF PAPER 1
2
3
4

(RUNNING HEAD) 4 - - - - - - 5th line
1
2

CHAPTER 3 $- - - - - - - 3d line
4

TITLE OF THE CHAPTER # - - - - 5th line
6

SECTION 1: TITLE OF THE SECTION OF THE - 7th line
CHAPTER (BLOCK ADDITIONAL LINES) 8

9
10

3100. MAJOR PARAGRAPH BEGINS. This shows the position of the
headings on the title page of a section (first page with text).

TUP LtUb 0? PAPERSK 1
2
3
4

(RUNNING HEAD) * - - - - - - 5th line
1
2

CHAPTER 3 … - - - - - - - 3d line
4

TITLE OF THE CHAPTER t- - - - 5th line
6

SECTION 1: TITLE OF THE SECTION OF THE -- 7th line
CHAPTER (BLOCK ADDITIONAL LINES) 8

9
PART A: TITLE OF THE PART OF CHAPTER 3 $ - - - - - - - 10th line

(BLOCX ADDITIONAL LINES) 11
12
13

3150. MAJOR PARAGRAPH BEGINS. To show the position of the headings
on the title page of a part (first page with text).

Fig A-17. Chapter, Section, and Parts of Directives.
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(RUNNING HEAD)

2
APPENDIX B4---3d line

1
DECISION PACKAGE SETS (DPS'S) --- 2d line

A. GENERAL

1. Purpose. This appendix provides guidance concerning the
processing of SECDEF decision package sets (DPS's) and the
preparation of position papers and reclamas to support re-
quested restoration of budget cuts.

2. Background. The OSD/OMB joint budget review normally
begins ln ctober and continues until its termination in
December. The DPS's are the administrative process which
reflects OSD/OMB budget decisions. There are five type.
of DPS's issued during the DPS cycle, each having a
different purpose:

a. Advance DPS's. Distributed for planning and research
purposes. No formal action required.

b. Action DPS's. These are numbered DPS's which consti-
tute the tentative SECDEF decision. Subsequent to review by
the appropriate staff agency, they are either accepted, re-
clamaed or made the subject of a position paper.

c. Decision DPS's. These are DPS's which reflect SECDEF
decisions on submitted reclamas. No action is required: how-
ever, the decision may be reclamaed during the Major Budget
Issue (MBI) process. MBI's are discussed in detail elsewhere
in this appendix.

d. DpSCanqes. These are changes to previously issued
action or decison DPS's. Changes to action DPS's may be
reclamaed.

e. Wrap-Up DPS's. Normally issued at the end of the
budget review to account for all changes to the budget.

During the DPS cycle, hundreds of DPS's are issued
by OSD. At the beginning of the cycle, a 72-hour deadline is
established in which reclamas and position papers must be
delivered to NavCompt from the time the DPS is received by
DON. Throughout the cycle, the response time is progressively
shortened until, near the end, a 3-to 4-hour requirement is
not uncommon. The time sensitivity of the cycle requires prior
planning by participating staffs in order that timely responses
may be effected. Failure to meet levied deadlines constitutes
acceptance of a DPS which results in the loss of funds or
programs.

B-1

Fig A-18. Appendix.
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1* 2~~~~

INDEX --- 3d line

A

Acceptance of officer appointment:
Enlisted to accept permanent officer appointment ................. 6004
Enlisted to accept temporary officer appointment ................. 6003
Reserve officer to accept permanent appointment .................. 88 os
Temporary officer appointment tercinated to accept permanent

appointment .................................................... 8088
Termination of temporary appointment to accept another

temporary appointment ............................... 99........... 8a
To accept officer appointment from a 'drop- status ............... 6001.2

Accesaion of computer records into JUMPS/MHS ......................... 1004
Accession of Transcription Form (ATFI ................................ 1004.3
Accumulated deployed time ............................................ 0120
Action statement - unit diary ........................................ 2007.4
Activation and deactivation of subunits .............................. 1014
Activation of a unit/command with a record of events entry ........... 7003
Active naval service base date (Permanent LWOs Only) ................ 8 002
Actual training completion date ...................................... 9 129
Administrative Control Unit (ACU) .................................... 1051.2k
AFQT (Armed Forces Qualification Test) ............................... 5000l.2b,

8100
Alinement line ....................................................... 2005.2b
Anniversary month (REPHIS) ........................................... 8 003
Appellate leave ...................................................... 8 059.11
Applicant Qualification Test (AQT) ................................... 1 100.2
Armed forces active duty base date ................................... 8004
Armed Forces Oualification Test (AFOT), Applicant Qualification

Test (AQT) and Armed Forces Woman's Selection Test (AFWST) ......... 8100
Assignment of additional MCC's ....................................... 7010.1a
Assignment of RUC's and MCC's ........................................ 1011
Assistance from personnel reporting jurisdiction commands ............ 1010
Associate duty and repeated training duty without pay (REPMIS) ....... 8005
Assumption of personnel reporting responsibility for another unit .... 7011
ATF (Accession Transcription Form) ................................... 1004.3
Attached personnel - reporting requirements .......................... 31a2
Attachment ........................................................... Chap. 3
Audit procedures - VAS ............................................... 11005
Augmentation oE Reserve officer into the Regular Marine Corps ........ 8 ass
Authentication/certification of unit diary ........................... 2005.2n
Authority for centralized control of personnel reporting ............. 1012.1
Authority for consolidated personnel reporting ....................... 1012.2
AUTODIN (Automatic Dlgital Network) .................................. 1005.2h
Automated orders writing process (AOUP) .............................. 8122
Automatic Digital Network (AUTODIN) .................................. 1005.2h
Awaiting action physical evaluation board (PEB) - (MMS) .............. 9 006

B

9AQ (Basic Allowance For Quarters) (MHS) ............................. 8007
BAQ Entitlement ........... : . ...................... ::::::::::::::::::::Table 8-1
Barracks Number .................................. 14002
BAS (Basic Allowance for Subsiatence) (MNS) .......................... 8 Boo
Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAO) (MIS) ............................. 0 007
Basic Allowance for Subsistence (BAS) (MIN) .......................... 8008
Billet Description ................................................... 14003
Billet MOB (BILNOS) .................................................. 68009
mirth date ........................................................... 8033
BLOB (Delete symbol) ................................................. 2010.2b
Blood Type ........................................................... 14004

'NDEX-1

Fig A-19. Index.
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